Young People
and Money
A toolkit and resource for those working with young people
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Welcome to Young People
and Money
This toolkit is for you if you are a youth practitioner who wants to
help young people manage their money better. It is a practical guide
and resource full of activities and ideas to use with young people.
Foreword from Money Advice
Service

Why is financial capability
important to young people?

“

Young people themselves recognise how
important it is to be able to manage their
money, two thirds of them believing they do not
have a good knowledge of finance or would
know where to go for advice and one third
believing debt is not a bad thing.

“

Young people, at the outset of their adult
lives, need to be able to manage their money
effectively. Between 2004 and 2011, as part
of the Financial Services Authority Financial
Capability Strategy, ‘Young People and Money’
was developed to help youth practitioners support
vulnerable young people to be better able to
manage their money. Those working on the
original project have now come together to create
this new online toolkit which you will find brimming
with new ideas and suggestions to help you to
support the young people you work with.

”

Taken from All-Party Parliamentary Group on
Financial Education for Young People report,
Financial Education for Vulnerable Young People

”

“

Money is part of teenage life. Sooner or later
you’re gonna have to go into the adult world
and you have to learn how to deal with it.

Money Advice Service
March 2014

”

Young Person, aged 19

Why is it important to
develop resources and
training specifically for youth
practitioners?

Why is ‘how’ you do it
important?

“

Learning about money is part of adult life.
Sooner or later you’re gonna have to go into
the adult world and you have to learn how to
deal with it. The way they taught it at the youth
project made sense, I was treated like an adult
so I behaved like one. It was good fun and I
learnt loads.

“

As a youth worker you get all sorts of
training on issues such as sexual health, drugs
and alcohol and safeguarding and yet nothing
about how to support young people to manage
their money and yet it is so important for them
especially if they are vulnerable.

”

”

Youth Worker
Wales, 2010

“

Qotes taken from Introducing financial capability
skills: A pilot study with Fairbridge West, Bristol.
An evaluation report from the Personal Finance
Research Centre, University of Bristol, Adele
Atkinson, July, 2005

The Young People and Money Training
was great and very very thought provoking.
The session was inclusive and highly engaging
throughout. The ‘DYP’ Trainers shared their wealth
of experience during the day, with loads of
useful tips on how to put the ideas into practice
with young people. The accompanying toolkit
and resource pack for me is a really useful
reference tool. Everything in it can be used with
young people and also to support others going
onto work with young people on their financial
capability.

”

Sharon Hunt
Fit Money Project Islington CAB 2014
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Young Male
Over 18
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Introductions
The toolkit

This toolkit will assist you in supporting young
people to make more informed choices about
their money, and become more in control of their
finances to enable them to have the lifestyles
they want. It gives you the information, tools and
activities you need to deliver engaging and
fun financial capability activities and sessions,
regardless of whether you have facilitated money
courses in the past or not. It does assume some
existing knowledge and background in working
with young people and youth work principles.
The toolkit is based on the tried and tested
materials and activities developed for the
Young People and Money delivery to youth
practitioners across the UK project 2004-2011.
The sections will guide you through a process
and journey in developing a young person’s
financial capability. Each activity can be
standalone or used in combination with others.

The toolkit is in 3 main parts

Sections 1-3 sets the scene for working with young
people on money matters, outlining the key issues
and sharing critical success factors backed up by
research and experience.
Section 4-11 is the toolkit itself, which has a wide
range of activities, useful concepts and links to
further information that you can use when working
with young people on money matters.
Section 12-14 are further information sections, which
includes additional information or places to go for
more support - online or face-to-face, that they can
visit if they need more guidance.
This resource has been designed so you can print
some of the resources to use directly with young
people, these will work printed both in colour or
greyscale. Please also feel free to take the ideas
and adapt them to use with your young people.

The methodology

The toolkit is based on recognised Youth Work
practice and principles, for example:
■■ In Scotland’s youth policy, there are three
features that underpin youth work:
• Young people choose to participate
• The work builds from where young people are
• The young people and youth workers are
partners in the learning process
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■■ Northern Ireland’s youth policy calls for
youth workers to involve young people in
programme planning and delivery to ensure
what is being offered is relevant.
■■ In Youth Work in Wales: Principles and
Purposes (WLGA, 2013) it states there are five
pillars for youth work: educative, expressive,
participative, inclusive and empowering.
■■ England’s Positive for Youth 2011 strategy
states that the process of personal and social
development includes: Developing social,
communication and team building skills;
the ability to learn from experience, control
behaviours, and make good choices; and
the self-esteem, resilience, and motivation to
persist towards goals and overcome setbacks.

All have been working together since 2004 on
financial capability and young people and the
Young People and Money programme, bringing
a diverse mix of experiences and specialisms. They
are all now part of the Young People and Money
Consortium:
■■ Ruth Bradbrook: Youth Work Practitioner and
Trainer, Co-Director of Developing Youth Practice
■■ Louise Willis-Keeler: Youth Work Practitioner and
Trainer, Co-Director of Developing Youth Practice
■■ Linda Jack: Financial Capability Independent
Consultant
■■ Fran Harrison: Consumer Policy Specialist
■■ Frances Burton: Freelance trainer and
consultant

We undertook a comprehensive international
literature review on financial capability and young
people to inform our key principles and methods. A
summary of this is available at
www.developingyouthpractice.co.uk

Reference group

Thanks to our reference group who have helped
inform and shape the toolkit:

A few specific methods that have been tried and
tested in our approach and used to underpin some
of the practice are: MINDSPACE and behavioural
economics; Experiential Learning; Choice Theory;
Neuro-linguistic programming.

■■ Lee Phillips, Money Advice Service
■■ Martin Coppack, Financial Conduct Authority, in
a personal capacity
■■ Michelle Highman, CEO at the Money Charity
■■ Louise MacDonald, CEO of Young Scot
■■ P.J. White, Editor of online resource Youth Money
■■ Dr Pushpa Wood, Financial Education and
Research Centre, School of Economics and
Finance, Massey University (New Zealand)

Developing Youth Practice

Developing Youth Practice (DYP) is the organisation
which has led the development of this new toolkit.
We are the same people who worked on the FSA’s
original Young People and Money project, creating
a toolkit of what works and a training programme
which reached 15,000 youth workers. As DYP, we
continue to deliver Young People and Money
training to youth workers. As specialists in youth
practice we provide a broad range of practical
accredited training to help inspire creativity
in engaging the hardest to reach and most
challenged young people.

Others

■■ Jennie Anderson, Tree Duck Design
www.treeduck.co.uk
■■ Catherine Davies, Proof Reading
■■ Adele Atkinson, Policy Analyst, OECD
■■ Jonquil Lowe, Lecturer in Personal Finance
Economics Department, Open University

Our focus is promoting behaviour change, believing
that every young person has the potential to
change and achieve given the right opportunities
and support. DYP aims to upskill youth workers in the
psychological insight, activities and techniques to
build trusted relationships and challenge negative
behaviours. See our website for more information:
www.developingyouthpractice.co.uk
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1. Financial Capability what's it all about?
The terms ‘financial literacy’ and ‘financial
capability’ tend to be used interchangeably
but financial capability is increasingly preferred
internationally.

The recent Money Advice Service research
‘Money Lives’ March 2014 gives insights into the
factors that influence how well people manage
their money and ways to encourage good
money habits:

The Money Advice Service definition of a
financially capable person is:

■■ Attitudes, motivations and opportunities as
well as skills and knowledge influence what
we do with our money and how we feel
about it
■■ The ability and willingness to plan ahead is
key in determining how effective people are
at managing their money. The ability to plan
tends to be learnt from parents
■■ Preparing for a key life event, such as buying
a first home, can be a major stimulation to
people in developing long-term positive
money habits
■■ Learning to cope financially with difficult life
events, such as bereavement or divorce, can
also have a long-term positive impact on
people’s money habits
■■ It is possible to override people’s natural
money management behaviours if they are:

A financially capable person is someone who
keeps track of their money, plans ahead, and
is able to make informed decisions about their
finances, understanding the risks and benefits of
particular options.
The Money Advice Service have identified 3 key
aspects and outcomes of financial capability:
■■ Keeping track of money i.e. to live within
means, and get out of problem debt
■■ Planning ahead i.e. by having enough
savings, being prepared for later life, and
protecting against the unknown
■■ Making informed decisions, i.e. for financial
choices and products
We have used this framework throughout this
toolkit, see the wheel and description on page 17.

• given a clear outcome to work towards;
• able to access information about that
outcome, such as why it matters, and the
difference it will make to them;
• provided with a structure and the relevant
tools to help them work towards the desired
outcome;
• able to receive regular positive feedback on
their progress and are not left feeling isolated;
and
• made to feel in control of their financial
situation

A person’s financial capability is best judged by
their actual behaviour. Someone who has the
knowledge and skills to manage their personal
finances well would be considered to be
financially literate but not financially capable
if they do not use this understanding to make
informed decisions. For example, someone
might know about the importance of shopping
around before buying financial products or
services, and know how to do so, but cannot be
regarded as financially capable if they are not
motivated to put this into practice.

The full research can be found at:
https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
static/money-lives

Being financially capable is about being able to
make reasonable decisions that suit a person’s
situation and preferences. Financial capability will
differ from person to person, depending on their
personal circumstances. For example, a person
who has little or no money does not need to be
financially capable in investment management.
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We have used these principles to inform the
overall structure, key concepts and resources
within this toolkit to use with young people. See
more about these in section 3 ‘Top Tips’ and 5
‘Psychology of Young People and Money’.
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2. Young people and money what’s the current situation?
As soon as I get money
it just burns a hole
in my pocket.

ed
Young Person, ag

Recent research in 2013 by MAS on the financial
capability of all young people aged 15-17
reveals a picture of a generation that has
been shaped by the economic times it has
grown up in – a generation that understands
the challenges it faces, plans for the future, but
needs help on some of the steps to get there.
Some highlights of this research are:
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d1

The Royal College of Psychiatrists say we need
to recognise that vulnerability can be long-term
in effect or it can be a dynamic state which
affects some consumers at different periods of
time – like unemployment, or bereavement.
The critical issues are the degree of risk of
vulnerability and – crucially – whether this is
addressed or exacerbated by the actions or
omissions of providers, markets and services.

■■ Young people show some positive attitudes
to money management, with 74% not going
out if they can’t afford to. However, only 60%
of young people keep track of their spending
compared with 86% of adults. Around 50% it
difficult to live within their means
■■ Some financial behaviours appear to be
established by the age of 15, with 15 year
olds being as likely as adults to save for a
rainy day and to set and stick to a budget for
Christmas presents
■■ But 17 year olds and young adults aged
18 to 24 are less comfortable with their
finances than younger teenagers, probably
reflecting the challenges of greater financial
independence
■■ Our research shows that young people are
likely to imitate – whether positive or negative
– the financial behaviours of their parents

I have never used money.

Young Person, age

• Having mental health problems
• Living in social rented housing
• Living in a lone parent household

3

It’s also important to remember that the current
situation for young people is that money links to
many other aspects of their lives and well-being:
■■ Mental health - Debt may be a cause and a
consequence of mental health problems
■■ Healthy living - changing diet and eating
habits impacts on spending
■■ Housing/ Independent living - the transition
from leaving home, care or any institution
brings with it a new range of money
management issues
■■ Employability and entrepreneurship - earning
a wage can be an incentive, the transition
will also bring with it a new range of money
management issues
■■ Universal credit - this will mean many young
people will need to be more in control of their
money
■■ Drug and alcohol - feeding a drug or alcohol
habit can be expensive, some young people
can get into drug debts
■■ Offending - lack of money may lead to
offending, once in this cycle this can impact
on financial choices
■■ Basic skills - numeracy and literacy - lack of the
skills will affect someone’s financial capability

The full research findings can be found at:
https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
static/the-financial-capability-of-15-17-year-olds

A lot of people think money
is not the most important
thing. I wish it wasn’t the most
important thing, like love’s the
most important thing, but you’re
stuffed without money.
Young P rson, aged
e

21

Quotes taken from Introducing financial capability skills: A pilot study with Fairbridge West, Bristol. An
evaluation report from the Personal Finance Research Centre, University of Bristol, Adele Atkinson, July, 2005
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Research carried out by Barclays in 2011 found
that more than a third (36%) of young people
run out of money regularly; a further 27% of
unemployed young people saying they are
always out of money.
Some young people are more vulnerable. Bear
in mind particular vulnerabilities in relation to
financial services and adapt your methods
to fit. The Royal College of Psychiatrists
makes reference to a number of vulnerability
characteristics and circumstances:
• Low literacy, numeracy and/or financial
capability
• Low/insecure income
• Being unemployed
• Being responsible for high levels of care for
another person
• Having a physical impairment
11

3. Top tips - how to work with
young people and money
Know who you are working
with

Here are some top tips based on good practice
and what has found to be effective in building
young people’s financial capability. These areas
all taken from our literature review, links to the
research and body of evidence can be found in
the bibliography at the end of the toolkit.

Young people face a number of different
challenges and respond to a range of learning
styles, so a ‘one size fits all’ approach will
not succeed. There is no silver bullet; what is
important is that learning is customised for the
young person, their specific needs and issues,
while taking account of their learning styles.
That is why this is a toolkit rather than a training
manual, offering you ideas which can be
adapted for the young people you work with,
either as a group or individually.

Relationships are key and
form the bedrock

As all youth workers will agree, foremost is the
importance of the relationship the young person
has with you. As MINDSPACE asserts (please see
page 18), the messenger is all important. If a
young person trusts you, connects with you and
has an ongoing relationship with you, you are in
a unique position to support them with money
issues in the same way you will with other issues.
By building a good relationship you will know
what is important to them and therefore what
will motivate changes in behaviours.

Make it relevant, engaging
and inspiring

As youth workers you are in a unique position
to be able to respond to needs creatively and
at the right time. Think about when may be a
‘teachable moment’ –this could be when a
young person starts living independently, or turns
18 and has access to credit. Evidence shows
that young people learn more when they have
real hands-on experience of having to manage
their money. You will be working with young
people at a time when they are beginning to
become independent, when issues around
money become real rather than theoretical. So,
for example, if you are in a supported housing
project you can plan sessions to support young
people as they become responsible for paying
service charges, budgeting and taking control
of their finances. See the ‘S’ from MINDSPACE
page 19 – what is salient and relevant for the
young people you work with?

Value young people and keep
them central to your work

Any intervention should be values based and
should support young people to understand they
are valued for who they are, and not for what
they have. The exercises in this toolkit will give you
enormous opportunity to challenge consumerism
and the instant gratification culture which blights
so many lives. A 2007 Unicef report on child
wellbeing observes that consumerism is a huge
problem in the UK with those on low incomes more
likely to buy designer items in order to compensate
for feelings of inadequacy. Whatever you do,
ensure young people are involved in the planning
and delivery of your programme.

Don’t force it!

As well as your interventions being real and
relevant they need to add choice. Building more
knowledge and skills will help young people
make informed decisions around their finances.

Money is not an isolated
stand alone topic

It is essential that a holistic, consistent, joined
up approach is taken to ensure any intervention
is effective. While discreet courses have their
place, it is more important is to integrate
learning about money into all the work you do
with young people. While as adults we may well
compartmentalise our lives, this is not the rule
for young people, especially those with chaotic
lifestyles and backgrounds.
12

Bring real benefits into the
present

■■ Some 15,000 youth practitioners across the
UK had attended Young People and Money
training. More than 93% said they would
recommend the training to others
■■ Young people were more in control of their
money, saving more, less in debt, and more
aware of the benefits of planning ahead

Many young people live in the ‘now’. Frame
interventions to help young people see the
benefit to changes now and in the short term.
There has to be an avoidance of loss or an
immediacy of gain to help someone build
motivation to change.

Developing Youth Practice continue to deliver
the Young People and Money training
www.developingyouthpractice.co.uk. See
section 12 for further information on training.

Do it again! And strengthen
the review process

For young people who may have been failed by
the education system and find formal learning
hard review, repetition and reinforcement is key
to both learning and practising good money
habits. Linked to this is the need to be content
with young people taking small and incremental
steps rather than expecting them to change
everything overnight, which may be setting
them up to fail. Better to focus on covering a
few things than overwhelm young people with
too much.

Embedding financial
capability

The evaluation of our ‘Young People and
Money’ programme found that to be successful
financial capability should be embedded
in organisations’ policies, procedures and
practice. This means someone should have
overall responsibility, staff should be offered
ongoing training and support, procedures
should monitor the progress of the young people
around managing their money, and adequate
time and resources made available. See
section 13 for further ideas and case studies on
Embedding financial capability.

Behaviour or knowledge?

Addressing attitudes and behaviour with young
people is as important as ensuring they have the
right knowledge skills and inbetween knowledge
and skills. A young person may well know how to
open a bank account, read a bank statement
and budget wisely. That doesn’t mean they
will do it. Research shows that young people
develop financial and economic understanding
when they have ‘personal economic
experiences’, when it is ‘just in time’.

There will be some gender
differences

Remember that gender is important, so try to
tailor what you do to take account of young
women’s needs. Look out for young women’s
lower aspirations compared with those of young
men. Tailor delivery methods to women’s needs,
leveraging the influence of female role models
and peer group learning and sharing. The OECD
recommends combining financial education
with access to formal financial products and
with entrepreneurial education to improve
women’s overall access to work.

Support and training

You wouldn’t be expected to run a sexual
health session based on your own experience
– the same is true for running sessions on
money. Providing suitable training and support
will enable staff and volunteers to effectively
support and inspire young people. By the end of
its three-year Young People and Money training
delivery to youth practitioners in 2011 the exit
report highlighted two significant achievements:
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4. Activity framework

9. Mobile phones

The table below lists all the activities and how you can use them
i.e. with groups, on a 1-1 basis, and as a prompt for discussion
Section

5. Psychology of
young people and
money

6. How to get
started

Activity

Suitable for
using in 1-1
work

5.1

What does someone in control
of their money look like?

√

√

5.2

Agree and disagree

√

√

5.3

Magic and minging about
money

√

Materials
can be
used to
prompt
discussion

√

5.4

You and money

√

√

5.5

Traffic lights

√

√

6.1

Bombs and shields

√

√

6.2

Money, money, money

√

√

6.3

Love spending money on...

√

6.4

Sun shines on

√

6.5

Yes, no game

√

6.6

Film time

√

√

Money in, money out pictures

√

√

Do you have enough money to
do these things?

√

√

7.3

Where does your money go? Part 1

√

√

7.4

Where does your money go? Part 2

√

√

7.5

Spending diaries

√

√

7.6

How will I remember to track my
spending?

√

√

7.7

What’s your income?

√

√

7.8

Essential or non-essential - line
ups

√

√

7.9

A simple budget

√

√

7.10

Increasing income and reducing
expenditure

√

√

8.1

Banking bingo

√

√

8.2

Where to keep my money

√

√

8.3

Choosing the right account –
the sales pitch

√

√

8.4

Hot banking issues

√

8.5

Managing a bank account

√

7. Money in and
7.1
money out – does it 7.2
balance?

8. Making your
money work for
you - banking and
saving

Suitable for
delivering
to groups
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√

11. Helping young
people to manage
debt

Mobile phone

√

9.2

What’s the best deal?

√

9.3

Mobile phone grand prix

√

√

10.1

The why and the how

√

√

10.2

Comparing the cost of credit

√

√

10.3

Reading the small print

√

√

10.4

Higher, lower

√

√

10.5

Resisting the pressure

√

√

11.1

Does debt matter?

√

√

11.2

How do things start going
wrong and what can we do?

√

√

11.3

What is important and what is
urgent?

√

√

11.4

Priority and non-priority debts
and their consequences

√

√

11.5

Getting help when it’s needed

√

Adapting activities and
supporting all young people

√

√

■■ During group activities when you spilt the
group into smaller groups to work on specific
tasks it's good to go around and make sure
people have understood what they are trying
to do and are able to do it, and add support
where needed. Many of the activities in the
toolkit have prompt questions listed

It's important to think about the needs and
abilities in the group when you are selecting the
activity. Any of the activities in this toolkit can
be adapted to work with different groups, and
to work in one-to-ones. If you are adapting the
resources to use with young learning disabilities
use the Money Advice Service resource which
can be found on the ARC website:
http://arcuk.org.uk/blog/helping-young-peoplewith-learning-disabilities-to-understand-money/

■■ If some young people finish activities quickly
get them to help others
■■ It can help to have a version of any handouts
that you are using, or part of them, on
flipchart and give some examples of what
you want the young people to do

Below are some basics
to remember in running
successful activities with
young people

√
√

10. Enabling young
people to make
informed choices
about saving and
borrowing

9.1

■■ If young people have difficulty writing or you want
to speed things up a bit you can have some
of the activities partly done e.g. budget sheets
partly completed, bingo sheets pre–populated

■■ When supporting young people to gain
knowledge and understanding it is important
to make the learning relevant, interactive
and fun. This helps to engage the young
people, appeals to more activist learners and
also reinforces the learning through ‘doing’

■■ Adapt activities to use fewer and/or
different materials to make them as relevant
as possible to the learners and to avoid
overloading them e.g. the financial terms
on the bingo sheet words and the debt and
consequences cards

■■ Choose activities that will engage all young
people; each section in this toolkit has a
range suitable for all abilities

■■ You can have further information for the
young people to look at and take away
such as copies of the Citizens Advice ‘jargon
buster’ and other money management fact
sheets, local Credit Union leaflets etc.

■■ In activities that require young people to write
consider, where needed, how you can do this
on their behalf in a way that isn't too obvious
or visible
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The financial capability wheel and how to
use it

The wheel

Overview

e
ke

The wheel is a useful diagnostic tool to use to
help guide you and help inform the way you
work and your interventions. All young people
will be different, so you need to adapt your
practice and interventions.

skills

The wheel is in two parts. Firstly the blue ring
around the outside which are the 3 aspects of
financial capability described earlier in section 1.
Secondly the orange inside section are the internal
and external influences that drive behaviour:

■■ Build an understanding of each young
person’s attitudes and behaviours around
money and the role money plays in their world
■■ Support young people to evaluate their
current situation around money matters and
the direction it’s taking them in
■■ Support young people to make positive
choices and set meaningful goals around
money matters

£
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attitudes
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The ideas and activities below will help you:

motivation

plannin

Objectives

knowledge

d

■■ Skills and knowledge. The emotional or
cognitive skills required to engage with
financial management, and the knowledge
required to find, understand and evaluate
information to make informed decisions
■■ Attitudes and motivation. Attitudes are
the underlying beliefs that may influence
behaviour. They are often influenced by
social norms. Motivation refers to the brain
processes that direct behaviour, including
both automatic (unconscious) and reflective
(conscious and considered) mechanisms
■■ Opportunity. This refers to the factors that lie
outside of an individual that may influence
their behaviour. They may include social
opportunity (i.e. the networks that people
have, including their friends and family) and
the physical opportunities to which they are
exposed (for instance, the area they live in or
the technology to which they have access)

opportunity

ga
h
ea

All young people will be at different stages in
their skills, attitudes and behaviours around
money. It is vital that you take time to listen and
understand each individual young person’s
relationship with money, and their current
situation. This will then inform your start point.
Otherwise there is a danger that we support
young people from another perspective which
can often be driven by what we think is best for
them, which although well intentioned will mean
any changes will not be sustained and they will
often revert back to previous behaviours. Your
support and approach needs to be balanced
and focused on what’s most needed, see the
wheel, page 17, as a useful diagnostic tool to
help know where to start and focus your efforts
and energy. As outlined in the Scotland’s Youth
Strategy “the work builds from where the young
people are”. Young people need supporting to
help evaluate the impact and consequences
of their current attitudes and behaviours and
the direction this will take them in. The activities
in this section will help you do this - it’s a bit of a
journey which you’ll need to take young people
on step-by-step.

g track of mone
n
i
p
y

ma
k
i
n
g
i
nf

5. Psychology of young
people and money

How you can use the wheel

them to other young people who have found
ways to keep track of their money.

A young person may be struggling with their
money and not able to pay the bills, or have
enough for their weekly food shop. The key
aspect of financial capability (the blue outer
ring on the wheel) we need to focus on here
‘keeping track of money’ The next question
is ‘which inner section (orange on the wheel)
is having the biggest influence on their
behaviour?’It largely depends on the young
person in this situation. If they know this is a
problem and want to do something about it
then focus on: Skills and knowledge i.e. on how
to budgetand track spending. If they do not see
this as a problem, it could be that they are still
going out with their friends and having fun rather
than doing anything about it, then you need
to focus on: attitudes and motivations i.e.on
why to budget - what are the benefits? There
may also be a link to the opportunities around
them. If their peer group have more of a ‘live
for the moment’ attitude then this will be a key
influence. If this is the case you can introduce

In the example above there is no point working
on developing budgeting skills and knowledge
if the young person isn’t motivated enough
to want to do it. The attitude and motivation
change needs to take place first. To help aid
this, think about what will motivate and influence
the young people you are working with; some
of the MINDSPACE ideas below will also help
influence choices and build this motivation.
At the start of each of the following activity
sections we have added a wheel and
highlighted the aspect of financial capability
focused on in the section. We have done this
in bold letters around the outside of the wheel.
Remember each of the inside sections always
apply, and which to choose to engage young
people will need to vary.
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‘MINDSPACE’ - what is it and how can it
help us?

One should not overlook the
psychological component of
financial education, particularly
when trying to influence
behaviour outcomes.
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To support young people to become more financially capable it's important to understand what
motivates and influences them. It's not just all about more information, knowledge and skills. The
'MINDSPACE' framework below will help you to do this. The aspects are all linked to a letter of the word
MINDSPACE starting with 'M'. We have outlined the key concepts below with some ideas and examples
on how you can apply it to your work with young people.
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M – Messenger - We are heavily influenced by who is telling us. Is the person someone like me? Or
are they an acknowledged expert?
Practical application: Use the best person or channel to engage the young people. In youth
work the relationship is the bedrock. Who will the young people engage with and listen to? Have
you got young people who could be trained as peer educators? For example training trusted
intermediaries in financial capability skills can mean key messages are more likely to reach young
people as they already have the relationship. "It's not until they know you care, that they care
what you know", William Glasser, Choice Theory.
I – Incentives - Our responses to incentives are shaped by predictable mental short cuts such as
strongly avoiding loss.
Practical application: To help change behaviours young people have to see what's in it for
them. Help young people to see the immediate benefits, frame these as an incentive to them.
Can you develop activities that help young people to recognise both the gains and losses
of behaving in a particular way? Remember our need to avoid loss is often more powerful
than our desire to gain. This is why evidence shows increasing someone’s salary is found not
to be much of an incentive to improve performance, but cutting it is such a big disincentive.
For example if they want a new pair of trainers and don't have all the money, help them
understand what the total cost would be if they had to borrow the money. It may well be that
the trainers would wear out before they finished paying off the loan. So maybe they could save
up some of the money and borrow less. Frame the choice in terms of how much they would
lose rather than what they would gain.
Another part of incentive is the natural tendency to prefer smaller payoffs now to larger payoffs
later; behavioural scientists call this ‘hyperbolic discounting’. If I am given the choice between
getting £10 in my hand today or £12 in 7 days I am more likely to take the £10 now. However, if
I am offered £10 in 7 days or £12 in 8 days, I am more likely to wait the extra day. For example
try asking a child if they would like one sweet now or three tomorrow, the chances are they will
choose the one sweet now. Ask young people to give examples in their own lives of when they
have behaved like this. What, if anything, might have influenced them to behave differently?
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N – Norms - We are strongly influenced by what others do.
Practical application: As all youth workers know, young people in particular are strongly
influenced by what their peers “people like me” do. Use stories and anecdotes of how other
young people have made changes. How can you harness young people’s natural desire to
“fit in” to influence their behaviour? Get young people to think about what happens to people
who are not seen to fit in (ostracised, bullied, or maybe admired?). Have they ever been
treated like that? How did it make them feel? For example rather than buying a bottle of coke
for £1.20 a day from a vending machine at the hostel because everyone else did, one young
person saved £5 a week by bulk buying canned drinks with friends at the local supermarket,
this has now become the 'norm'. Another example from behaviour economics comes from the
hotel industry. A hotel changed a notice in their rooms asking people to reuse their towels, to
one that suggesting that previous occupants had reused their towels– they saw a 33% increase
in towel reuse.
D – Defaults - We tend to “go with the flow” of preset default options.
Practical application: Use preset options to encourage action to change. What products have
preset options that encourage different attitudes and behaviours? Ask the young people to
think about what defaults may help them manage their money more effectively. For example:
Some bank accounts by default text your balance daily, this can help a young person to keep
track when they otherwise might not. When you take out a loan at a credit union part of the
repayment by default goes into a savings account, this can help a young person begin to save
when they otherwise might not.
S – Salience - We are attracted to what is novel and seems relevant to us.
Practical application: Providing relevant feedback and ideas in terms young people will
understand can help encourage money management. What are the hooks for you to be able
to raise the awareness of the young people you work with about money issues? For example by
saving up the money to buy some new trainers rather than borrow it, means you can have 3 new
pairs of trainers a year rather than just one. By spending £5 less each week on takeaways means
you will save £260 a year which means you can go on holiday with your friends.
P –Priming - Our actions are often influenced by subconscious cues.
Practical application: Find ways to talk about the aspects of financial capability in other
conversations and activities with young people to help front-load and prime attitudes and
behaviours. What other influences may young people be exposed to that may have positive
or negative impacts? How can you help young people to become more resilient to marketing
influences and make informed decisions? For example talking about saving on food costs
during a cooking session will help influence young people's attitudes to saving. This can work
well prior to a budgeting session. Another useful example is to talk about “product placement”
in films and TV shows – what are the advertisers trying to do? Ask them to think about what
they own, clothes, trainers, phones etc. What influenced them to buy? Was it something they
needed and if so was there a cheaper alternative? If they didn’t buy the cheaper alternative
what or who was influencing them?
A – Affect - Our emotional associations can powerfully shape our actions.
Practical application: Present outcomes in such a way that involves particular feelings or
emotions that can help influence our behaviour. Do you understand the emotional associations
the young people you work with may have around money? Can you harness those emotions
to help them develop better money habit?. For example to help build awareness about the
impact of debt, it can help to talk about the negative impact of not dealing with issues early.
Unpaid rent can lead to arrears, which if not sorted and left can lead to losing your home and
becoming homeless.
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C –Commitment We seek to be consistent with our public promises. If we make a public
commitment to doing something we are far more likely to keep it.
Practical application: Encourage young people to make a commitment to an action or
behaviour and make sure they know you will follow it up with them. Set realistic targets and
goals, the sooner young people can act on these the better. Can you help the young people
you work with set goals and make a commitment to sticking to them? For example use the
traffic light goal setting activity later in this section. Get them to say out loud each action and
when, where and how they do each.
E – Ego We act in ways that make us feel good about ourselves.
Practical application: It is important to build young people’s beliefs that they can become
more financially capable. It also important that they believe that they can still feel good about
themselves and get what they want, in ways that cost less or are free. How can you harness this
need in order to support young people to feel good about how they manage their money?
For example the essential and non-essential activity in section 7 gives lots of opportunities for
young people to share how they can reduce outgoings but still find ways to make them feel
good. One young person shared that they always shop at a certain time of day when the
nearly out-of-date items go on sale, it felt like treats but saved lots of money.
For more information about MINDSPACE see Financial Capability of the UK on the Money Advice
Service Website, Appendix 2.
https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/static/the-financial-capability-of-the-uk
Throughout this toolkit look out for the MINDSPACE review points – this will give you ideas of how you can
use our understanding of the MINDSPACE principles to get the most out of the activities. These are not
exhaustive, when planning any activity, review the MINDSPACE section and think about how you can
include questions, or shape the activity, to include as many aspects as possible.

5.1

What does
someone in
control of their
money look like?

Step 3) Then get them to “draw this person in
their house or out somewhere they would spend
a lot of time. Think about what do they look like?
What would they be wearing? What expression
would they have on their face? What would
they be doing? How would they be feeling on
the inside? Where would they live? Where would
they spend their time?”

What’s it about?
A creative individual or group activity to begin
to explore young people’s current attitudes and
behaviours around money and the role it plays
in their lives.

Step 4) Review - Once the activity has finished ask
if anyone was surprised by anything on the picture.
Was it useful? Did they find out anything new that
could help them? This picture can be kept to
explore further in future activities and sessions.

What do I need?
■■ Paper and pens (wallpaper lining is great for
creating big pictures)
How do I run it?
Step 1) Get young people to all work on one picture
or split them into smaller groups or pairs.

10
minutes

Step 2) Ask the young people to “think about
someone they know personally or someone
famous who they think is in control of their
money. This doesn’t have to be someone with
lots of money but someone who is good at
making sure the money they have helps them to
do and have the things they want and need.”

MINDSPACE review points
Messenger – Who do you think may have influenced them? Why?
Incentives – What sort of incentives may have helped this person to manage their
money?

The ideas about the attitudes
and thoughts behind why young
people have money problems
were really useful, I will now
approach the way I do things
differently.
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Commitments - What public commitments may this person have made to help them
manage their money more effectively?
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5.2

MINDSPACE review points

Agree and
disagree

Norms – How influenced have you
been by your peers? (For example
attitudes to having a bank account,
using a payday loan).
Salience - How influenced have
you been by what seems new and
relevant? (Wonga is a good example
here of a new idea catching
on quickly because it meets an
immediate need).

What’s it about?
A moving around activity to begin to explore young
people’s current attitudes and behaviours around
money and the role it plays in their lives. It is also a
chance to dispel any myths that might be about.

5.3
Magic and
minging about
money

Step 4) Check understanding and start. As the
group are batting the balloons up in the air it’s
a good idea to keep prompting people to write
things up on the flipcharts. Give enough time for
everyone to write something but don’t run it too
long as it will lose energy; it works well to count
down to the end.

What’s it about?
A moving around activity to begin to explore
young people’s current attitudes and behaviours
around money and the role it plays in their lives.

Step 5) Review - Once the activity is finished get
everyone to look at the sheets and make any
comments that jump out at them. Any surprises?
Run the review discussion for as long as you have
and for as long as it’s useful. Pick some of the points
to expand on and ask more questions about.

What do I need?
■■ Safe space to move around
■■ Balloons
■■ Flipcharts paper, Blu tack and pens
■■ Pens, paper or card, Post-its and whatever
you can find to link it to the activity you are
doing with the group

What do I need?
■■ A prepared list of statements to use, these
can vary depending on what issues you want
to explore with your young people - see the
list below for some ideas
■■ Space to move around
■■ Flipchart paper, pens and Blu tack

Here are some ideas for
statements:

How do I run it?
Step 1) Stick 2 sheets of paper up on the walls at
opposite ends of the room, one saying ‘agree’
and the other saying ‘disagree’. Point these out
to the group.

■■ It’s vital to plan your spending each week
to make sure you have enough money for
everything you need
■■ It’s unsafe to carry cash, and there should be
a law banning it
■■ Banks are friendly places full of people who
want to help
■■ It’s really important to have a bank account if
you’re trying to save
■■ It’s best to borrow money off your friends
rather than banks or door step lenders
■■ Bank accounts shouldn’t allow you to
go overdrawn
■■ It’s best to ignore any letters you get about
unpaid debts, they can’t make you pay
■■ Credit Unions are a great alternative to banks
■■ It’s better to save up and wait for things
rather than borrow money
■■ Shopping makes you feel better if you’ve had
a bad day
■■ Getting the lowest % APR means you are
getting the best deal on a product
■■ Payday loans like Wonga are a good idea

Step 2) Explain “I’m going to read out some
statements for example ……’. Think about the
statement and decide if you agree or disagree.
If you agree stand over there,” point to the
agree end of the room “and if you disagree
stand over there,” point to the disagree end of
the room.
Step 3) Read out each statement and get people
to decide and move. If people are hovering in the
middle try and get them to commit to a corner,
but don’t force people’s decisions.

How do I run it?
Step 1) Blow up 3 or 4 balloons. Stick 2 sheets of
paper up on the walls at opposite ends of the
room, one saying ‘magic’ and the other saying
‘minging’. Point these out to the group.

10
minutes

Step 2) Explain to the group “there are some
things we like about money which for this activity
we’ll call ‘magic’ and some things we don’t
like about money, which for this activity we’ll
call ‘minging’. During this activity you’ll get a
chance to think about these.” It can help to give
some examples that will be real for the group.

MINDSPACE review points

Step 3) Explain that “the objective is for the
group to work together to keep the balloons
off the ground, during this activity each person
has to go to each flipchart and write something
magic about money and something minging
about money. You’ll need to take it in turns so
there are still enough people in the middle to
keep the balloons up in the air.”

Affect – how do emotions impact on
our feelings about money? (relates to
both ‘magic’ and ‘minging’).
Ego – explore further, particularly in
relation to magic – what might we do
differently in relation to money to help
us feel good about ourselves?

5-10
minutes
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5.4

How are you with money quiz?
Top tip

You and money
quiz

Be prepared for a young person to score
themselves as very good for many things that
you would put them as ‘need to work on this’.
Do not try and get the young person to change
their answer to fit your view. The important part
of this activity is that it helps you understand
their view of their current situation. This gives you
important information about where you need
to focus your work and how ready for change
the young person is. You may be working with
young people who are ‘change ready’ or who
maybe in a crisis situation (i.e. afflicted - see
quote below). This means that they know there is
a problem or something’s not working and they
want to do something about it. In this scenario,
your role will consist of supporting and enabling
them to get what they want. Alternatively, you
may be working with young people who are not
‘change ready’. They are comfortable and feel
that everything is OK just as it is. In this scenario,
your role is to enable these young people to
want something different. The saying below aims
to capture what, as a support worker, you are
trying to do:

What’s it about?
A fun quiz to get people thinking about how
good they are with money and aspects they
may need to learn more about. This is designed
to be used in a one-to-one or group situation,
and is a great needs analysis tool for you to
find out their current attitudes and behaviours
around money.
What do I need?
■■ Quiz sheet and answer sheet below
■■ Pens
How do I run it?
Step 1) Make sure everyone has a copy of the
quiz and answer sheet. Explain “Here’s a quiz
for you to think about how good you are with
money. I’ll read out the questions and you tick
whichever box you think best fits. There are no
right or wrong answers, just go for the first one that
comes into your head.”

“

Comfort the afflicted or
afflict the comforted!

”

Once you have established your starting point
then you know where you are going. Don’t push
things too soon, as young people will either push
back or back away and you may break down
the rapport and lose the relationship.

Step 2) The quiz can be adapted based on
who you are working with and can provide an
excellent start point for conversations. It can be
revisited at future mentor sessions and repeated
to review changes.

How good are you at:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Step 3) In a big group, once everyone has
finished, you can get people to talk about their
answers in pairs. This can lead onto the goal
setting activity 5.5.

Keeping track of your money – what’s coming in, what’s going out and what
you spend it on?
Controlling your spending, so that you make sure you buy the important things
first and also don’t get into debt?

Knowing which bills have to be paid regularly such as rent and phone bills, and
the costs involved in living in your own home?

Getting the best deals on things like your mobile phone contract, weekly food
shop etc?

Saving money for things you want to buy in the future or in case you need
money for an emergency?

Knowing what might happen if you get into debt or don’t save up for the future?

Knowing where to go for information and advice on money issues, including
advice on managing debt?

10
minutes
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You and money quiz: answer sheet
We are all better at some things to do with money than others
- tick the boxes and see how you score.

Score

1

2

3

4

5

Smiley
Comment

Very Good

Good

OK

1.

Could be
better

Need to work
on this

5.5
Traffic lights

What’s it about?
An active and creative way to begin to set
meaningful goals around money designed to
turn aspirations into action.

Stop

What do I need?
■■ Goal setting sheets as below and pens
How do I run it?
Building on some of the ideas from previous
activities, particularly the needs analysis activities,
invite the young person to come up with
something for each of the lights. Something
they are going to stop doing (red) for example,
stop walking past McDonalds on the way home,
something to start doing (amber) for example,
start going food shopping with Sarah because
she’s really good at getting all her food each
week for £10, and something to continue doing
(green) for example, keep going to my Nan’s
every Sunday for lunch because it’s good to see
her and she’s teaching me how to cook.

2.

3.

4.

Start

Continue

Top tips on goal setting

5.

Goals need to be:
■■ Simple and attainable
■■ Measurable – exact, precise
■■ Immediate – need to be able to begin it
immediately
■■ Involved – the young person is involved in
making it and carrying it out
■■ Able to be repeated
■■ Committed to
■■ Positive – a start plan, not a stop plan

6.

7.

10
minutes

Smiley

MINDSPACE review points
Defaults - What might help to make it easier for you to stick to the plan – for example if it is
paying bills on time – Direct Debits?
Priming – What might subconsciously prevent you succeeding? For example adverts, the
smell of coffee, your environment?
Ego – How will you feel if you succeed? How will you feel if you fail?
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6. How to get started
Overview

Activities

Sometimes it’s hard to know how to start talking
to young people about money; it can be a dry
and taboo subject. This section contains many
ways to begin these conversations in a fun and
engaging way. Many of the ideas and activities
have been developed from existing youth work
energisers and activities that we know are fun
and engage young people.

Below are some activities to get you started,
it’s important to think about the needs and
abilities in the group when you are selecting the
activity. Any of the activities in this toolkit can
be adapted to work with different groups and in
one-to-ones.

6.1
Bombs and
shields

Step 5) Run the activity for a few minutes or until
it feels right to stop. Count down from 10 to 1
and shout ‘stop’.
Step 6) Ask “who is being shielded?” and then
“point to your shield and point to your bomb.”
You can run this a few more times getting everyone
to choose a different bomb and shield.

What’s it about?
A fun energetic group activity designed to make
links to money.

Step 7) Review - Once you’ve finished ask
people what the activity was like and how is
that a bit like money? Ask people to think about
what their bombs are around money and what
are their shields? How do they blow their money
and how do they shield it and look after it?

What do I need?
■■ Large, safe space to run around
How do I run it?
Step 1) Get everyone standing up and ask them
to “pick 2 people from the group; don’t let
anyone else know who they are. For this activity
one of them will be your bomb and the other will
be your shield.”

Objectives

The ideas and activities below will help you:
■■ Engage young people in matters linked to
money in fun and creative ways
■■ Find openings for conversations about their
current situation and future direction around
money
■■ Begin to understand each individual young
person’s current attitudes and behaviours
towards money and the role it plays in their world

Step 2) Explain “when I shout ‘go’ the object of
the game is to keep your shield between you
and your bomb without revealing who they are.
You need to keep moving to keep shielded,
everyone else will also be moving at the same
time.”

3-10
minutes

Step 3) Make sure you set a boundary for
everyone to stay within, and tell people you will
count down to the stop, at which point they
need to stand still and stop.
Step 4) Check people understand, and shout
“go”.

MINDSPACE review points
Incentives – What shields would help resist the need for instant gratification?
Norms – If one of their bombs is, or could be, the need to belong and fit in, explore this. How
could they resist this? Are there other ways to fit in that cost less? Are there things they could do
collectively to resist peer and advertising pressure?
Ego – What shields would help them feel good about themselves?
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Step 5) Check people understand, and shout
“go”.
Step 6) Run the activity for a few minutes or
until it feels right to stop, and shout “stop”. Get
everyone to come back into a circle and show
how many chocolate coins they have. Get
people to share the sweets back out so everyone
can have one. Share the wealth! You can rerun
this the same way but with people’s chocolate
coins in front of them with open palms.

What’s it about?
A fun energetic group activity designed to make
links to money.

Step 7) Review - ask people what the activity was
like and how is that a bit like money? Ask people
to think about what takes their money? How
can they protect their money? This activity can
also lead into conversations about equality and
inequality issues as some people will have lots of
coins and some people will have none. You could
ask “what’s that like? Is it fair? Is this like real life?
How do those who have ended up with more
feel about sharing out their winnings?”

What do I need?
■■ Large safe space to run around
■■ Chocolate money coins, wrapped sweets or
real pound coins
How do I run it?
Step 1) Get everyone standing up and give
each person a chocolate coin, asking them not
to eat it yet!

Step 3) Explain “The object is to get as many
chocolate coins as you can by taking other
peoples, while protecting your own. Any
chocolate coin you get must also be placed
into your open palm with the original one. If you
lose your chocolate coin you can still stay in the
game, by trying to get coins. If a chocolate coin
falls on the floor anyone can grab it.”
Step 4) Make sure you set a boundary for
everyone to stay within, and tell people to stop
when you shout “stop”.

What’s it about?
An activity to get a quick round of introductions
in a group, designed to get people thinking and
talking about money.

Step 4) When everyone has had a go, including
yourself, ask the group if there are any themes?
Are there any similarities between loves and
hates? Why do they like spending money on
some things and not on others. Usually bills, fees
and taxes comes out high on the ‘hates’ and
going out, clothes and holidays comes out high
on the ‘loves’. Some people say there is nothing
they love spending their money on! Which is
okay, do not challenge this at this point in time,
although you may need to come back to this.

What do I need?
■■ Paper and a pen to make a note of loves
and hates
How do I run it?
Step 1) Get the group in a circle standing or sitting.
Step 2) Explain: “in a moment I’m going to ask
each person to say their name, and something
they love spending their money on and
something they hate spending their money on.
I’ll give you a moment to have a think before we
start”. Keep an eye on the group, be prepared
to help anyone that is struggling.
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Step 2) Explain “put the chocolate coin in the
palm of your open hand and put your hand
behind your back. Your hand needs to stay open
for the whole game” it helps if you demonstrate
this at the same time.

6.3
Love spending
money on...

Step 3) Check everyone is ready then start and
invite each person in turn to say their name,
something they love spending money on and
something they hate spending money on.
Sometimes it’s useful to make a note of what
people say either for yourself or up on flipchart.
This can be useful to spot themes and also to
refer back to in future sessions and discussions.
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6.2
Money, money,
money

5-10
minutes

3-10
minutes

MINDSPACE review points
Salience – Consider does our attraction to things that are novel and relevant to us impact on
our spending choices?

MINDSPACE review points
Incentives – talk about feelings around gain and loss – how does that impact on our
behaviour? For example, what have people done to avoid losing their coins? Has that included
cheating? What lengths will some people go to in order to gain more?

Priming – What may influence us without even realising it? For example, a glimpse of that
McDonald’s advert on the bus, someone talking about their new phone etc.
Help people to consider this for themselves.
Ego – How does spending money on what we love impact on how we feel, for good or bad?
How can people still have the things they love at less of a financial cost?

Ego - ask those who have gained how they feel about themselves? How do those who have
lost out feel about themselves? How might this impact on our behaviour in real life – for
example if we lose our job, or our money?
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6.4

Step 3) As there is one less chair than people,
someone will always end up without a chair. This
person has to stand in the middle and say the
next “the sun shines on everyone who...”, adding
something else to do with money e.g. “likes
spending money on ‘going out with their friends”
or “everyone who has a mobile phone contract”,
and again everyone who that is true for stands
up and has to swap seats. You may need some
prompts for people in the middle, you could
write a list on a piece of flipchart which
people can then choose from.

Sun shines on...

What’s it about?
A fun group activity that helps people to get to
know each other and is designed to get people
thinking and talking about money.

Step 4) Run this a few times then add in “if the
person in the middle says ‘loads of money’, and
then we ALL have to move to another seat, and
you can’t just move to the seat next to you.”

What do I need?
■■ Circle of chairs, one less than the number in
the group
How do I run it?
Step 1) Get the group to sit in a circle of chairs,
with one less chair than there are people. With a
group of ten you will need nine chairs. The person
without a chair stands in the middle, it is best if this
is you to start with.

5-10
minutes

Step 2) Explain “I’m going to say ‘the sun shines
on everyone who.....’ and add something
to do with money e.g. ‘everyone who has a
bank account’. If the statement is true for you,
you have to stand up and everyone standing
including the person in the middle needs to find a
new seat.

Yes, no game

What’s it about?
A fun activity in pairs or one to ones designed to
get people thinking and talking about money.

Step 4) Check everyone is ready then shout “go”
and start the clock. Run it for a minute and get
pairs to stop and swap, run for another minute
and shout stop. Get everyone’s attention back
in the big group.

What do I need?
■■ Nothing specific, can be run anywhere

Step 5) Ask people to put their hands up if they
completely avoided any ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers.
Ask them how they managed to do this.

How do I run it?
Step 1) In a group, get people into pairs. Explain
“this is just like the yes no game people might
have played before or seen on the telly.”

Step 6) Review - ask the group what the activity
was like and how is that a bit like money?
Ask people to think about what are the tricky
questions around money? What do they say yes
to and what do they say no to? Are there other
things they could say no or yes to more often?

Step 2) Get each pairs to decide who is ‘A’ and
who is ‘B’. It helps here to get all ‘A’s’ to put their
hands up, and then all ‘B’s’ to put their hands up
to check this happened.
Step 3) Explain “each of you will take a turn
at asking the other person questions. When
answering, you have to avoid saying yes or
no. ‘A’ will ask the questions first, and ‘B’ has to
answer but without saying ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Shaking
your head counts as a ‘no,’ and nodding counts
as a ‘yes’, so you can’t do that either. ‘B’ can’t
hesitate or repeat answers such as ‘whatever,
whatever, whatever’! You have a minute from
when I say ‘go’ and then I’ll ask you to swap.

2-3
minutes
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I now use the sun shines on activity
in my group work sessions, it’s such
a great and different way to engage
young people, it’s adaptable and
great fun!
The young people love it too!

6.5

Then ‘B’ asks the questions and ‘A’ has to
answer. When it’s your turn to answer
if you end up saying yes or no don’t
worry just keep count and keep going.”
Set this up so people are asking questions to
find out a bit more about each other and
about money. Give some examples that feel
appropriate for the group.
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What do I need?
■■ A way to show the films - laptop, and with a
large group a projector and speakers
How do I run it?
Step 1) Watch the films in the links below in
advance and choose an appropriate one
depending on the group you are working with.

Budgeting is something we know we should
and could do, but do we actually do it? In
reality very few people do even though there
are many ideas and activities to help people
to build a budget. Supporting young people to
layout the real current situation of where their
money comes from and where it goes can have
a dramatic and striking effect. It is often only
once they see and accept this that they are
willing to do something about it, and are ready
to take in the information and develop their
practical skills of budgeting.

■■ Step 3 - What’s Your Current Income?
The next step is to establish exactly what your
current income is. Is it enough?
■■ Step 4 - Essential or Non-essential?
The next step is to look at what you are currently
spending your money on and think about whether
it is essential or non-essential. Are there any ways
to cut down and save on your spending?

You will need to do some set up work around
building awareness to why it’s important to
budget, thus challenging their attitudes and
behaviours. Then follow a step-by-step practical
process (as outlined below) to help young people
build their knowledge and skills to budget and
keep track of spending.

Step 2) Show the video clips of young people
talking about money to prompt some discussion
i.e. do they agree/disagree with what’s been
said, what’s their point of view?

www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
categories/teenage-voices-on-first-financialdecisions

The activities in this section are in a logical order
following the 6 budgeting steps outlined below.
Even though there is a step-by-step budgeting
process, where you start will depend on the
young people you are working with; you will need
to be guided by their needs and current situation.

These clips are useful with young people who
are also parents:

Objectives

These are a range of teenagers talking about
money:

■■ Step 5 - A Simple Budget
Use the information from the above steps to
calculate a simple budget, using the sheet
on page below. Does is add up? Is there any
money to save for a rainy day or the future?
■■ Step 6 - Spending Targets
This isn’t about spending as much as you can;
it’s about making sure you have enough money
for the important things, and not running out
of money or having to borrow money. It’s also
about seeing if you have any money left to save
up for something special or a rainy day.

The ideas and activities below will help young
people:

motivation

knowledge

attitudes

in
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■■ Step 1 - Estimating Your Spending
When working out a budget, the first step is to
estimate where you spend your money. This
should be a quick initial step to help highlight the
importance of keeping track.
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Budgeting steps

5-10
minutes

skills
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■■ Build awareness around where their money
comes from and work out if they have enough
■■ Evaluate current spending habits and explore
what are the essential and non-essential items,
to help make ends meet
■■ Develop a step-by-step framework to build
realistic budgets to help make ends meet,
plan for the future, keep a track of spending
■■ Develop knowledge and behaviours to
help young people reduce their outgoings
and spending so they can begin to save
for the future or a rainy day
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=LouZUkSdfcc&list=
PLzJI8W1q5m7onYQm6VZf13uq43ghWZoVj
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What’s it about?
Using short film clips to generate discussions
about money.

■■ Step 2 - Where Does Your Money Go?
The next step is to find out if your estimate is
accurate, and to work out what you actually do
spend over the next week.

ng

■■ Adapt activities you already use that work
well, you’ll find the more you build your
awareness about young people and money
the more links you’ll see
■■ Always remember there is no right or wrong
answers to the review questions, the value
is in allowing young people to say how they
see money in their lives, which gives you the
chance to build your understanding of them
■■ Seek to engage first then draw out the
learning by making links to money
■■ And, maybe most importantly, have fun!

Overview

d

This section has demonstrated how you can
adapt well known youth work activities to link
them to money. To ensure you get the most out
of these we suggest you:

Film time

7. Money in and out - does it
balance?

ea

6.6

Summary

7.1

MINDSPACE review points

Money in, money
out pictures

Salience – How much of their spending
is influenced by their attraction to the
novel – the latest phone, or fashion?
Priming – Is there anything that may
be subconsciously influencing their
spending?

What’s it about?
A group or individual creative activity to help
young people think about where their money
comes from and where it goes, and the role it
plays in their world.

Ego – Does spending money make
them feel good about themselves?
Does this feeling last? (Talk about the
concept of retail therapy).

What do I need?
■■ Paper and pens
How do I run it?
Step 1) Ask the young people to think about
“where their money comes from and where
it goes. What are all the possible sources of
income? What are all the things people might
need to spend money on?” Create a picture with
everyone’s ideas like the one on the next page.
Step 2) You can do this as a group first and
then get people to draw their own that fits for
them personally. This helps set up the budgeting
process in a later activity. This picture can be kept
to explore further in future activities and sessions.
Step 3) Review - There are some ideas for review
questions linked to all the budgeting activities at the
end of this section on page 53.

in
10-15
minutes

out
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7.2

Do you have
enough money to
do these things?

7.3

Where does your
money go?
- Part 1
What do I use
money for?

What’s it about?
Individual or group activity to encourage young
people to be honest about their financial
situation, and to think about whether they have
enough money to do all the things we came up
with in the above activity or all the things they
want and need to do.

Do I have
enough
YES or NO?

Pay the bills
Buy new things
Pay off debt

What do I need?
■■ Sheet with table as below and pens

Save for later

How do I run it?
Step 1) Using the table below ask young people
to “think about each item, and whether or not
they have enough money for each item, then
put a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in the right hand column.” The
table can include items from activity 7.1, or others
young people want to add that are relevant to
them. You can introduce the idea as a group,
getting individuals to complete their own.

Help friends and family
Enjoy life

Step 2) Review - once everyone has finished
and if people feel comfortable, create some
discussion about what people have put.
Depending on time go through each item or just
pick a few items and ask what people have put.
Encourage people to share how they make sure
they have enough for some of the things. There
are some ideas for review questions linked to
budgeting activities at the end of this section on
page 53.

This activity is developed from resources shared
by Dr Pushpa Wood, Financial Education and
Research Centre, School of Economics and
Finance, Massey University (New Zealand)

Step 3) Then ask people to compare the total with
what their overall estimate/ guess was.
Step 4) Review - How close were people? Was
their original estimate higher or lower than the
worked out total? Any surprises? What does it
help them to realise? Highlight that it can be
really hard to know where it goes unless you
keep a track, link this to later activities about
finding out how to do this e.g. spending diaries.
There are some ideas for review questions linked
to budgeting activities at the end of this section
on page 53.

What’s it about?
A quick activity to begin getting young people
to estimate their spending. This is a good set up
activity to build awareness of the importance
of keeping track and that it is hard to do so
unless you keep a note of it somehow, which is
covered in the keeping track tools and activities.
What do I need?
■■ Paper and pens
How do I run it?
Step 1) First give everyone a piece of paper and
pen, and ask “have a rough guess at what you
have spent in cash (not card or bank payments)
in the last 3 days and write it down.

2-3
minutes

Step 2) Next explain “ turn over the piece of
paper and list everything you have spent in the
last 3 days, and what each item cost, or as close
an estimate as you can.” Then ask people to
add this up, offer to help with the maths - it’s not
a maths test!

Dev
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I use this to get people thinking
about how hard it is to track
money without using a practical
tool. Once we’ve done this quick
activity the young people are
more likely to listen to how they
can do it. Somehow they need to
know it’s important first.
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This picture can be kept to explore further in
future activities and sessions.
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7.4

Where does your money go?

Where does your
money go?
- Part 2

You can add items into the blank rows if there are
things they spend their money on that aren’t on
the list.
Step 2) Get them to add up the total, then ask
if this is what they get coming in each week,
fortnight or month?
Step 3) To find out how close their estimates are
to reality you can encourage them to take the
sheet home and note down all their spending
in the relevant columns over the next few days/
week/ fortnight and then bring it back in to
discuss and help work out a realistic budget. Take
a photocopy of the sheet so you can keep one.
Alternatively use one of the keeping track ideas
below.

What’s it about?
As in activity 7.3, this activity is also about getting
young people to estimate their spending and
highlighting the importance of keeping track. It
is still a quick initial activity and more suited to a
one-to-one.
What do I need?
■■ ‘Where Does Your Money Go?’ sheet below
and pens

Step 4) Review - when the young person brings
back the copy with the actual amounts filled
review how this went. There are some ideas for
review questions linked to budgeting activities at
the end of this section on page 53.

How do I run it?
Step 1) Use the sheet below and ask young
people to guess or estimate how much they
spend on each item each week, fortnight or
month and work through it with them. Pick a time
period that works best for the young person. This
might be what they can remember or best work
out, or linked to how often they receive their main
income. This needs to be a quick activity and is
all about getting them to estimate and guess, so
you need to really encourage them just to have a
go and not worry if they’re not too sure. The next
stage is to find out how close they are.

Budgeting - estimating and actual spending

Outgoings

Estimated

Actual

Rent
Child Maintenance
Council Tax
Launderette costs
Lunches/Snacks
Loans/Fines
Fags/Baccy/Rizzlas
Mobile/Landline
TV Licence
Pubs/Cinema etc
Service Charge
Food/Household
Savings
Clothes for you
Alcohol at home
Gas
Kids Clothes

10
minutes

Mobile
Pets
Child Care
Store/Credit Cards
Water
Prescriptions
Internet/Sky etc
School Dinners
Electric
Apps/iTunes
Kids Activities/Outings
Gym Membership

We use this activity all the time, it’s a great way to
get young people to begin to think about where
their money goes and begin the budgeting process.
Often when we do it and add up the total amount
estimated outgoings it often comes out as more than
they get in each week, which isn’t possible!
The most common thing young people misjudge is
what they spend on food.
This activity really helps them to understand the
importance of keeping track and budgeting.

Birthdays/Christmas/Holidays
Computer Games
Mags/Newspapers
Bus/Train Fares
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Thanks to Cash Point Workers at Independent People 16-25 for updating this sheet.
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7.5

Where does your money go?
Step 3) Young people may find it difficult to
keep a record of their spending for a week. Get
people to think about how best they can do
this: at the end of the day, at points during the
day or after each time they spend something.
Some may prefer to note down their spending
on a scrap piece of paper then transfer it to their
diary sheet. Another option is to keep receipts
for everything they spend. Or to use a phone
app such as the spendometer at:
www.themoneycharity.org.uk/resources
It’s good to have a discussion about how and
when they will do this. See activity 7.6 to help this.

Spending diaries

What’s it about?
A practical resource to help young people
track their spending and find out where their
money actually goes. This is an individual
activity that can be set up and reviewed in a
group with young people sharing their ideas to
help each other.

Diary Sheet: Keep a note of what you spend each day

Monday

Friday

Tuesday

Saturday

Wednesday

Sunday

Thursday

Total spent/any left?

Step 4) Review - when the young person brings
back the copy with the actual amounts filled
review how this went. There are some ideas for
review questions linked to budgeting activities at
the end of this section on page 53.

What do I need?
■■ Diary sheet below and pens
How do I run it?
Step 1) Talk a bit about the importance
of tracking spending, which could link to
discussions from previous activities and how it
can help them work out where they may be
able to reduce spending to help make ends
meet and save a bit for the future.

10
minutes

Step 2) Use the diary sheet below and ask young
people to take away a copy and track their
spending for a given time period. Ask them to
note down all their spending in the relevant
columns and then bring it back in to discuss and
help work out a realistic budget.

MINDSPACE review points
Norms – Is any of your spending influenced by others?
Affect – How do your emotions impact on your spending?
Ego– How do you feel about yourself when you over spend?

Total spent =
Any left?

42
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7.6
How will I
remember
to track my
spending?

Step 2) Ask each young person which one would
suit them best and which one they would be up
for trying over the next few days/ week until your
next session.
Step 3) Review how it went next time you see
them/ run the next session. There are some
ideas for review questions linked to budgeting
activities at the end of this section on page 53.

What’s it about?
A group or individual creative activity to help
young people be imaginative with how they
track spending so they can find a way which
suits them.
What do I need?
■■ Paper and pens

10-15
minutes

How do I run it?
Step 1) Ask the group to suggest all the different
ways they can think of to remember what they
have spent. Do they know how other people
might do it? Write these up on a flipchart,
drawing pictures as you go to help. You may
need to prompt some young people, see the
ideas below to help.

Buy a book and write
it down as I go

This activity is developed from resources shared
by Dr Pushpa Wood, Financial Education and
Research Centre, School of Economics and
Finance, Massey University (New Zealand)

Use a phone app

http://themoneycharity.org.uk/
resources/#spendometer

Use my bank to help
me online

How will I
remember?

Set a reminder on my
phone for the end of
the day or week

Keep my receipts

What’s it about?
A discussion linked to some of the activities
above to help young people know what their
current income is and to begin to explore ways
to increase this.
What do I need?
■■ Paper and pens
How do I run it?
Step 1) Use the ideas from activity 7.1 above
where the group identified a range of sources of
income. Ask if they can now think of any others?
If you have the picture from this activity you can
add any new ideas.
Step 2) Then ask each young person to write
down or draw the ones that are real right now
for them. Use the sheet below on page xxx to
help with this or young people can create their
own. Work out from this what their income is each
week/ fortnight/ month.
Step 3) Review - ask “is this enough? Or do you
often run out of money or borrow money?” One
issue may be about reducing spending which
the below activities will help with. Another key
issue here is to explore if they can increase their
income. If they come up with ideas you’ll need
to support them to explore them further and
develop them into realistic and meaningful
goals. For young people on benefits it’s always
good to check they are getting all they are
entitled to.
There is an online benefit calculator at
www.turn2us.org.uk/search.
aspx?terms=benefit+calculator

Use my credit
card statement
to help me

Use the spending
diary sheet page 43
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7.7
What’s your
income?

There are some other ideas for review questions
linked to budgeting activities at the end of this
section on page 53.

10-15
minutes
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7.8
Essential or
non-essential
- Line ups

Adaptations to
activity 7.8

Step 3) Explain “I am going to read out items
from a list and you individually need to decide
if it is essential or non-essential for you to spend
your money on. There is no right or wrong or hard
and fast rules, everyone here will have different
ideas and that’s ok.” Also explain “there is a
barbed wire fence in the middle so no one can
sit on the fence they have to decide one way or
the other.”

What’s it about?
A great moving around activity with a group
or individuals designed to build understanding
about the difference between essential and
non-essential spending. This activity also helps
make the idea of essential and non-essential
spending relevant to young people’s own
experience and to look at ways of cutting down
on spending and beginning to save.

Card sort

Make a set of cards with items in the
'Essential or Non-essential sheet' and ask
young people to sort the items into 2 piles
depending on whether are essential or
non-essential.

Step 4) Read out the items and get people
to consider it and move to either ‘essential’
or ‘non-essential’ end of the room. Ask some
questions to help explore people’s views and
perceptions about the different items. This
discussion can be really useful as young people
will learn from each other. You will need to
manage it carefully so it stays respectful of all.
Sometimes really good ideas come out about
useful ways to reduce spending on the various
items. Again it’s good for you to prompt this and
ask some questions.

What do I need?
■■ Space to move around
■■ ‘Essential or Non-essential?’ sheet below
■■ Flipchart paper and pens

Tick box

Use the 'Essential or Non-essential sheet'
and ask young people to tick whether they
are essential or non-essential for them.
You can also call essential 'survival costs' and
non-essential 'lifestyle costs'.

Step 5) Review - it’s good to focus the review
here on changes to spending habits. There
are some ideas for review questions linked to
budgeting activities at the end of this section on
page 53.

How do I run it?
Step 1) Get 2 pieces of big paper and on one
write ‘essential’ and the other ‘non-essential’.
Stick these up on the wall at opposite ends of
the room.
Step 2) Explain “some things we spend our
money on are essential. We need it and we
can’t do without it, like food. Other things are
non-essential. We want it, but we could do
without it, or wait for it, like downloads, clothes,
accessories. We will all have different opinions
as to what’s essential and what’s not, but it’s
important to understand the difference if we’re
going to be better at budgeting our money. “

10-15
minutes

MINDSPACE review points
Norms – In deciding if something is essential or not, how influenced are you by your need to fit in?
Affect – What emotional associations influence your decisions about whether something is
essential or not?
Ego – Is your decision about what is essential spending influenced by how it makes you feel
about yourself?
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Essential or non-essential?
You may need to explain what some of these mean.

Outgoings

Essential

Non-essential

Rent

7.9

Step 3) Mention and show them the fuller
budgeting sheet below ‘Get a Grip on Money’
and also other useful online tools. See:
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
categories/budget-planner

A simple budget

Work on these with young people when they are
ready to do so. It’s good to build up to these and
sell the benefits of doing this and what they gain
in the short term by doing so. Spend time going
through the budget with them and be ready to
check in with them on how it’s going and make
time to adjust it.

What’s it about?
An individual activity that can be introduced
in a group designed to help young people
form a simple budget and work out if they are
underspending, overspending or have anything
to save for the future or a rainy day.

Child Maintenance
Council Tax
Launderette costs
Lunches/Snacks
Loans/Fines

What do I need?
■■ The sheet below and some pens

Fags/Baccy/Rizzlas
Mobile/Landline

How do I run it?
Step 1) Use information from the previous steps
along with income figures to calculate a simple
budget, using the outline sheet

TV Licence
Pubs/Cinema etc
Service Charge
Food/Household

10
minutes

Step 2) Review - once you’ve gone through the
figures it’s important to see if it all adds up. Does
it balance? Is there more going out than coming
in? Go back and review the outgoings, and
what’s essential and anything non-essential? Is
there more coming in than going out? Any left to
save? There are some ideas for review questions
linked to budgeting activities at the end of this
section on page 53.

Savings
Clothes for you
Alcohol at home
Gas
Kids Clothes
Mobile
Pets
Child Care
Store/Credit Cards
Water
Prescriptions

MINDSPACE review points

Internet/Sky etc
School Dinners

Incentives – what incentives (in terms of gains and losses) may help you to stick to a budget?

Electric
Apps/iTunes

Commitment – who can you get to help you stick to your budget? Can you make a commitment

Kids Activities/Outings

to your youth worker or this group?

Gym Membership
Birthdays/Christmas/Holidays

Ego – Will you feel better about yourself if you stick to your budget?

Computer Games
Child Care
Mags/Newspapers
Bus/Train Fares
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A Simple Budget

Get a grip on money

1. Start with the total money you have each week and write it in this box

Do this weekly, fortnightly, or monthly to match the frequency
of income
Income

Total money
£

Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Wages
Pocket money
Benefits
Other income
Other income

2. Estimate the amount you need to spend on really important things and write it in this box

TOTAL INCOME
Outgoings
Rent
Child Maintenance

Essentials
£

Council Tax
Launderette costs
Lunches/Snacks
Loans/Fines
Fags/Baccy/Rizlas

3. Now take the second amount away from the first and write the money left in this box.
This is how much money you have left to spend.

Mobile/Landline
TV Licence
Pubs/Cinema etc.
Service Charge
Food/Household

Balance
£

Savings
Clothes for you
Alcohol at home
Gas

4. Decide on the other items you buy which are not so important and come up with an estimated total

for this box

Kids Clothes
Mobile
Pets
Childcare
Store/Credit Cards
Water

Non-essentials
£

Prescriptions
Internet/Sky etc.
School Dinners
Electric
Apps/iTunes

5. When you take the last amount away from the one above you will be left with the money you can

use in other ways. Maybe you could save some...

Kids Activities/Outings
Gym Membership
Birthdays/Christmas/Holidays
Computer Games
Mags/Newspapers

Available surplus
£

Bus/Train Fares

TOTAL SPENDING
WHAT'S LEFT?
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7.10

Section Summary

Increasing
income and
reducing
expenditure

Increasing
money in

Above is a step-by-step framework and series of activities
designed to support young people to keep a track of their
spending, plan ahead, make ends meet. The top tips and review
questions below are useful for all the above activities.

What’s it about?
This is a great activity in a group to help share
ideas about how young people can increase
income legitimately and reduce outgoings
without having to go without things they need
and want. It can really help young people make
ends meet.

Top tips

What do I need?
■■ Flipchart paper and pens

work

How do I run it?
Step 1) Draw a blank table on a piece of
flipchart like the one in the photo below

benefits
tax credits

Step 2) Ask people for all the ideas they can
think of to increase income, you may need to
make sure they are ok to do and legal. And
then ask for all the ways to reduce outgoings.
Note them all up on the flipchart.

family

shopping
around
own cooked
food
what’s free

grants

Step 3) Review - It’s good to focus the review
on what they can and will actually do. There
are some ideas for review questions linked to
budgeting activities at the end of this section on
page 53.

bursaries

It can help initially to get individuals to work
on pictures or budgets for someone famous or
a hypothetical character with different living
circumstances e.g. with a job, living in a place
of their own, with children. What you chose
will depend on awareness you want to build.
Once they have done this then get them to
choose one that fits best for them and begin to
personalise it.

■■ A money health check at www.
moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/tools/healthcheck
■■ A savings calculator at www.
moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/tools/
savings-calculator
■■ A budget planner at www.
moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/tools/
budget-planner
■■ A cut back calculator at www.
moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/tools/cutback-calculator
■■ A money stretcher calculator at www.
moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/tools/
money-stretcher

Encourage young people to add their own
categories to the budgeting sheets and
activities above. The more relevant it is to them
the more likely they are to engage.
Sometimes it helps to have some prepared
budget sheets that don’t quite balance, get the
young people to work through them and decide
what needs to change to make it balance. This
helps build useful skills without it being too close
to home to start with.

The Money Charity website has the following
resources that can help with budgeting:
■■ A budget builder at www.themoneycharity.or
g.uk/advice-information/create-budget/
■■ A spendometer phone app at www.
themoneycharity.org.uk/resources/

Useful review questions

As with all reviews there is no right or wrong,
and the discussion can go in many different
ways - remember the main point in this section
is to help people see that there are some ways
of controlling their spending that they may not
have previously thought about.

selling stuff

■■
■■
■■
■■

15
minutes

Reducing
money out
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The Money Advice Service website has
the following resources that can help with
budgeting:

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

How did it go?
Did anything surprise you?
Was it useful? Is so, what was useful?
Did they find out anything new that could
help them?
What would you like more money for?
How close were your guesses? Any surprises?
Did you over or underspend?
If you overspent where did you get your extra
money from?
Do you think you could cut back on
anything?
If you underspent what did you do with your
extra money?
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8. Making your money work
for you - banking and saving
Overview

Objectives
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The ideas and activities below will help you:
■■ Build young people’s knowledge and
understanding of banking
■■ Support them in choosing, opening and
managing bank accounts
■■ Encouraging saving attitudes and behaviours
by knowing where to save, and keep their
money safe
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Young people wanting to move beyond cashonly dealings will need some form of bank
account or post office account. An account
will help with budgeting, paying bills, receiving
income (salaries or benefits), saving and building
up a credit history. There are many different
accounts available and it is important to choose
the one that meets their particular needs.
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Step 4) The winner is the first person to cross out
all their words/terms.
Step 5) Give out the definitions sheet. Go
through the meanings of the words/terms on the
remaining cards. Depending on the group you
can give out the definitions 3 to use during the
activity. This isn’t a test!

What’s it about?
One of the barriers to choosing and managing
financial products such as a bank account, can
be something as simple as not understanding
the financial terms which are used. This activity
is designed as an introduction to the topic of
banking, and is a good way to check and
build on young people’s knowledge of some
common banking words and phrases. Some of
the words that are used about banking (and
money generally) can seem like a foreign
language but it is a language that can be
learnt or translated, and this activity will help
share information and build young people’s
awareness and knowledge.

Step 6) Review - “What’s been new information
about banking terms? Any surprises? How will this
be useful?”

20-25
minutes

© Citizens Advice – adapted from materials in
the financial capability trainer’s session pack
‘taster session for end users’.

How do I run it?
Step 1) Give each person, or pair, a bingo sheet.
Ask them to select 5 words or terms from the
list at the bottom of the page and write one in
each of the 5 white boxes on the grid.

knowledge

motivation

Banking bingo

What do I need?
■■ Bingo sheet page 56
■■ The small word cards page 57 cut out and
put in a bag
■■ Definitions of banking terms page xx one for
each young person

skills

opportunity

8.1

Step 3) Ask the group if anyone knows the
meaning of the word/term and discuss.

Step 2) Place the small cards from into a bag.
Ask a young person to pick out a card and
read it, with assistance if required. Anyone who
has chosen that word/term for their bingo grid
should cross it out.

BINGO
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BINGO

1. Direct Debit
2. Basic bank account
3. Interest
4. Credit union
5. Standing order
6. PIN
7. Overdraft
8. Payment protection insurance
9. Debit card
10. Current account
11. ATM
12. Jam jar account
13. APR
14. Unsecured personal loan

Good luck!
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Bingo cards
APR

Debit card

Jam jar account

Payment protection
insurance

ATM

Direct Debit

Basic bank account

Current account

Overdraft

Interest

Unsecured personal loan

Standing order

Credit union

PIN
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Bingo word cards

Choose five items from
the list. Write one of the
items in each of the white
boxes above. If that word
is called during the game,
score it out!

Bingo sheet

Banking terms bingo!

Handout 3

Definitions of some common financial
terms
APR

Stands for Annual Percentage Rate. This tells you the cost of a loan, taking into account the interest
you pay and any other charges. You can use the APR to compare the cost of one loan with another,
for example, a loan with an APR of 15% is more expensive that one with an APR of 11%.

ATM

ATM stands for Automated Teller Machine. These are also known as ‘cash machines’. You can find them
in many places including banks, shopping centres and railway stations. In order to be able to use an ATM
you need a cash withdrawal card and a personal identification number (PIN).

Basic bank account

A service from a bank or building society which lets you pay in money, get cash out and pay bills. It
doesn’t let you spend more than you have in your account, so there is no risk of going overdrawn and
running up overdraft charges.

Bank statements

These show you all the in’s and out’s of your account, and what’s in it at a point in time. There are many
terms and phase on it that you may not understand. When you are sent one through the post it can
be useful to take this and show someone to help explain what it all means. With some accounts you
can see this online, and you can get your balance texted to you daily or weekly which can help you
manage your money.

Credit union

A non-profit making co-operative savings association that makes loans to its members at low interest
and encourages saving.

Overdraft

If you spend more money than you have in your current account you will go overdrawn. You can ask
the bank if they can arrange to lend you some money for a short time. This is known as an arranged
overdraft. You pay an agreed rate of interest on the overdraft. If you go overdrawn without asking the
bank in advance, they might refuse to pay your cheques and charge you a high interest rate on the
money that you owe them.

Payment protection insurance

Current account

A bank or building society account which helps you to manage your money, pay bills, receive money
and keep money secure. It will have more services than a basic bank account, for example, you may
be able to borrow money. Some may be accessed by telephone or internet.

Sometimes called “loan protection” or abbreviated as “PPI” covers your loan or debt repayments in the
event of certain problems – for example, if you are unable to work because of illness, or if you are made
redundant.

PIN

Debit card

A plastic card that can be used instead of cash when making a purchase. The amount spent is taken
(debited) automatically by computer from your account. When you use your card in a cash machine or
most shops you will be asked to provide a PIN to confirm the transaction. Some recently issued cards now
allow you to pay for items up to £20 by just holding your card near a special card reader without having to
enter your PIN. This is known as contactless technology. There is a special sign to indicate where you can
pay in this way and your card will have a similar symbol on it so you know it can be used like this.

Direct Debit

Is an instruction to your bank to release money automatically from your bank account to pay a regular bill. This is
useful for frequent bills which are for different amounts each time, for example, telephone, gas or electricity bills. You
arrange this with your supplier and give them your bank details.

Personal Identification Number- a secret number, which you use with a cash machine card. You type it
in and the ATM checks that the card number and PIN are the same.

Standing order

A method of paying regular set amounts from your bank account automatically. You instruct your bank
to pay the money for you to a particular person or company. It is your responsibility to change the
payment if it needs to be altered.

Unsecured personal loan

Money borrowed from, for example, a bank, which is not secured against your home. The lender may
take court action against you for payment if you don’t pay the money back as agreed.

Bank statements

Interest

The reward (extra money) you get for keeping your money in, for example, a bank or building society.
Also the cost you pay when you borrow money through a loan or credit agreement.

Jam jar account

A type of account which helps you manage your money by keeping ‘spending’ and bill paying money apart.
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These show you all the ins and outs of your account, and what’s in it at a point in time. With some
accounts you can see this online, and you can get your balance texted to you daily or weekly which
can help you manage your money.
Further information: www.adviceguide.org.uk/england/search.htm?query=jargon+buster
www.moneymatterstome.co.uk/glossary.htm
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8.2

How do I run it?
Step 1) Ask the young people what is the first
place out of the options available that a young
person would choose to store their money?
Once an option has been chosen ask the young
person / young people to write (or you could
write on their behalf), a list of advantages and
disadvantages for that option onto post-it notes
- one idea per post-it. Once these have been
completed stick a post-it note to a Jenga block,
do this for each post-it note. Ask the young
person which do they think will be heavier, the
advantage or disadvantage side. Place the
blocks in the relevant side of the scale and see.
Repeat with all options.

Where to keep my
money
What’s it about?
This activity is designed to get young people
thinking about where they store their money and
what the advantages / disadvantages are to
that method. To keep a young person safe they
must ‘weigh up’ all of the options.
A young person’s safety is paramount. If this
activity is to be run in a group context the worker
must take responsibility for setting this activity up
in a ‘third’ person context, so that a young person
does not openly disclose where they store their
money if it is not in an account. Answers should
be examples of where a young person may store
their money.

Step 2) Write up the table below on a piece of
flipchart and as the activity progresses complete
the flipchart to visually record the activity:
Option

What do I need?
■■ Balancing scales or a sheet of flipchart paper
with the scales drawn on. One side has
advantages the other disadvantages
■■ Jenga blocks if using balancing scales
instead of the flipchart
■■ Post-it notes
■■ Laminated images of bank, post office, pocket,
mattress, wallet, friends / family etc.
■■ Flipchart paper and pens

Advantage
total (how
many blocks)

Disadvantage
total (how
many blocks)

Likelihood to
use? 1 (never)
– 5 (always)

Step 3) Review with the young people what do
they notice? How would that influence their
decision on how to store their money?

The laminated cards represent a variety of places,
the mattress represents a place hidden at home.

3-10
minutes

8.3
Choosing the
right account –
the sales pitch

Step 2) Each group presents their sales pitch
in turn. Give each group the same time and
encourage applause after each pitch. Ask others
in the group if they have any questions, you may
need to check understanding and emphasise the
key points.
Step 3) Optional and depending on time - To
make it even more realistic as a sales pitch you
can suggest other groups can criticize some of
the other types of account. Make sure this is done
once the sales pitch has been made, and give a
set time for example another 3 minutes. This has
the benefit of helping you cover advantages and
disadvantages of different types of accounts.

What’s it about?
There are different types of accounts, all with
their advantages and disadvantages and
the important thing is to choose the one that
suits you best. This activity is designed to be
a creative way to increase young people’s
knowledge about the different types of
accounts available to help them choose which
one to use.

Step 4) Review - remind young people there
are different types of accounts, all with their
advantages and disadvantages and the
important thing is to choose the one that suits you
best. Ask young people to say or note down the
key things they learnt about the different types of
accounts, this could lead onto asking which one
would suit them best.

What do I need?
■■ The table below on the main types of
accounts
■■ Flipchart paper and pens
How do I run it?
Step 1) Give each young person a copy of the
table on types of accounts. Split the young people
into 4 groups, each taking on a type of account
- basic bank account, current bank account,
post office and credit union. Each group will have
20 minutes to prepare a 3 minute sales pitch on
allocated type of account. Tell them they can role
play, dance, sing, draw a poster or just present the
information but REMEMBER the more creative and
fun the more likely we are to want it! They have
20 minutes to prepare their pitch. During this time
go around each group and check they are clear
about the key bits of information about their type
of account.

30
minutes

MINDSPACE review points

Direct Debits and automatic texts of account summary to track spending.
Priming – Are there subconscious influences on our decisions about where we store our money? Do
young people do what their family and friends do as that’s what is talked about around them and
what they pick up on?

Pa
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Defaults – What are some of default features of a bank account? For example through automatic

The sales pitch activity is a fun way
to help get information over to
young people that otherwise would
be quite dull. When I‘ve used it they
always come up with great ideas.
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Messenger – Who would a young person best receive information from about the idea of having a
bank account, and how to get one? Sometimes it’s good to go to a bank with a young person to help
them open the account and advocate on their behalf to get the best account for them.
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The main types of account
There are things that are good to know about when choosing
and opening an account to make sure that you get what you
need and don’t end up paying unnecessary charges.
Basic bank account

For managing day-to-day money. Cheques can be paid in, as can wages or benefits by electronic
transfer. No cheque book will be offered, but cash can be withdrawn at machines. Direct Debits and,
sometimes, standing orders (see glossary) can be set up. No overdrafts are offered – or, at the most, a
buffer of £10. A major advantage is that credit checks are not usually required.

Services and
Features

Current account

Basic bank account

Credit Union
account

Post Office ®
card account

Accepts benefits
payments

√

√

√

√

Accepts wages

√

√

√

×

Allows automated
payments e.g.
Direct Debits and
standing orders

√

√

Offered by some

×

Overdraft facility

√

×
Some accounts
offer a small buffer
(£10-£15)

×

×

Cash card with PIN
for cash machine

√

√
May be restricted
to providers own
machines

Offered by some

√
Can only be
used at the
Post Office

Current account

For managing day-to-day money. Has more features than a basic bank account. Some may be
accessed by telephone or internet. There are special accounts for children and students. Sharia
compliant accounts, which operate within the principles of Islam and so are structured differently from
conventional accounts, are also available in some areas.

Savings (or deposit) account

For putting away money that is not needed immediately, for safe keeping and to earn interest. Good
for saving for furniture, a holiday or emergencies, for example. Main alternatives to bank accounts are
the Post Office card account and, in some places and depending on eligibility, Credit Unions.

The Post Office® card account

Debit card

√

Sometimes

×

×

Can be used to receive benefit, state pensions and tax credit payments only. No other payments, such
as wages, can be paid into it. Cash can be withdrawn, free of charge, at any Post Office branch using
a plastic card and a PIN. No credit checks are required.

Cheque book

√

×

×

×

Credit Unions

Credit checks
needed when you
open the account

√

×

×

×

Fees and charges

Fees and interest
charged on
overdrafts. Penalties
for returned
standing orders or
Direct Debits

Usually charge
penalties for
returned standing
orders or Direct
Debits

Sometimes

No fees

Are organisations owned and run by their members, for their members. All offer savings and loan
accounts to members. Most also offer free life or loan-protection insurance, and perhaps other
insurance products. A few of the bigger ones also offer some form of current or basic bank account.
Credit Union members all share a ‘common bond’ such as living or working in the same area, working
for the same employer or belonging to the same trade union, church or other association.

Jam jar accounts

Some banks and credit unions also offer ‘jam jar’ accounts,
usually for a small fee, which help you manage your money
by keeping ‘spending’ and bill paying money apart. Money
coming into your account is split into mini accounts or ‘jars’
to pay your bills and money left over for spending is held in
a separate ‘spending’ account.
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Check a specific account’s information for more details. Credit Union details must be checked as these
vary from one credit union to another
© Citizens Advice – adapted from materials in the financial capability session pack ‘effective banking 1
– choosing and opening an account’.
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8.4

Hot banking issues
Step 3) At 15 minutes check everyone has had
enough time, you can always extend this if time
allows. Next share the posters, you can do this
by either letting young people walk round to see
others’ posters, or ask each group in turn to show
poster at front.

Hot banking
issues

Step 4) Review. Ask: “What are the key banking
issues? Are there others not covered in the
posters?” Many banks accounts now come
with a charge and present some products such
as insurance as free. This is another hot topic to
explore as some young people end up paying
for things twice, and may not be sure what their
insurance covers.

What’s it about?
There are many things that can act as barriers
to opening accounts and useful things to
know about to help manage accounts. This
activity identifies four hot issues that regularly
affect young people and is designed to
share information and build knowledge and
understanding about these. You can adapt the
activity to include other banking issues that affect
your young people. You are not expected to
be an expert on banking issues but should be
confident to answer basic questions and able to
signpost your learners to further information.

30
minutes

What do I need?
■■ Flipchart paper and pens
■■ Information sheet below

Bank charges

Banks charge people’s bank accounts for things like unpaid Direct Debits, ‘bounced’ cheques and
unauthorised overdrafts. The charges can be as much as £35 a time.
Banks may refund charges if asked to do so, but it can take some time and effort.
There is useful information on the Citizens Advice website
www.adviceguide.org.uk/england/debt_e/debt_banking_e/how_bank_accounts_work.htm

Proof of address for a new account

When opening a new bank account, people are asked for proof of identification and address. This is
because of government rules about money laundering (to do with crime and terrorism). This proof could
be: driving licence, passport, recent bank statement, birth certificate, recent gas or electricity bill, letters
about benefits you are receiving or being on the electoral roll. See further examples at:
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/identity-requirements-for-basic-bank-accounts
Guidance to banks says they can be flexible about which documents they accept to prove ID and
address, for example a letter from a youth worker, hostel or college but individual bank branches may
not be. Sometimes, branches can be persuaded to take different kinds of proof of address.

Cash machine charges

Some machines charge for getting money out, some don’t. If a machine charges, it’s usually about £1.50
however much is taken out.

How do I run it?
Step 1) Explain “there are four hot issues around
banking and using bank accounts”:

Machines that charge should have information on them that they charge. This info can be in small
letters! Before you get your money you should also get a warning on the screen that you will be
charged for using the machine.

1. Bank charges
2. Proof of address
3. Cash machine charges
4. Getting dates right for Direct Debits

Other options could be using cash back at shops, garages etc (you may need to spend a certain
amount for this) or using a free machine.

Getting it right with Direct Debits

Step 2) Give out the information sheet on ‘hot
banking issues’ and put the young people in
groups of 3 or 4. Explain that each group will
have 15 minutes to design and make a poster
aimed for other young people to inform about
their ‘hot issue’. Each group will need to choose
a different issue. Remind them that it should
make an impact so pictures rather than words
would be good, lots of colour. While they are
doing this go around the groups to check
they understand the issue and information in
the sheet. If you have a laptop or tablet with
Internet access you can have a look at some of
the useful websites.

Many people get bank charges because their Direct Debits (or
standing orders) go out a day or two before their money goes in,
rather than a day or two after.
When setting up a Direct Debit, it’s best to choose a date
that suits your cash flow, for example a couple of days
after your pay or benefits are paid.
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8.5

Managing a bank
account

Step 2) If you have laptop(s) and internet access
the young people can have a go at using the
online banking simulator at
www.moneymatterstome.com
Alternatively you can take along some mock
bank statements and ask them to work in small
groups to find out certain information from
the statements such as whether the person is
overdrawn (and what this means), what has
been the most expensive thing they’ve bought,
what bills they are paying on Direct Debit (and
what a Direct Debit is) etc.

What’s it about?
As well as supporting a young person when
choosing and opening a bank account you can
also encourage them to manage that account
by checking it regularly. This will help them with
‘keeping track’ of their money and ‘making
ends meet’ and also ensure that any mistakes or
fraudulent activity on the account are spotted
and corrected.

Step 3) Review the learning by asking them what
has surprised or interested them most.

Objectives
This activity will help young people:
■■ To identify a range of ways in which they can
monitor their bank account and choose the ones
that suit them best
■■ Practise managing online banking or checking
paper statements

30
minutes

What do I need?
■■ Flipchart paper and pens
■■ Laptop with internet access or examples of
mock bank statements
How do I run it?
Step 1) Ask the group how many of them have
a bank account and how they check what’s
going on with their account i.e. what’s going
in and what’s coming out. Note these ideas on
flipchart and then add any other ideas from the
group of how they could do this. If prompts are
needed they can think about what family and
friends do. You can then add anything missing;
the final list should include balance statements
at cash point machines, paper statements in
the post, online statements and texts sent to
your phone. Ask the group what is the benefit of
knowing what’s going on. You should draw out
that it helps to keep track of your money so that
it stops you getting into difficulties and it also
helps planning for things, plus spotting mistakes
and fraudulent activity.
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9.1

9. Mobile phones
Overview
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Mobile phone

Objectives

Mobile phones are an important part of a young
person’s life. There are lots of different deals for
phones out there, often with some very hard
selling tactics and young people can soon get
into difficulties by taking on a contract that
doesn’t match their needs and clocking up very
high bills for running over their minutes etc.

The ideas and activities below will help you:
■■ Increase young people’s knowledge about
all the things they need to find out and
consider when getting a phone to make an
informed decision
■■ Explore all the pitfalls about various mobile
phone deals
■■ Promote the importance of keeping track of
minutes
■■
Thanks to Support Workers at Independent
People 16-25 who helped develop this section.

decisions

Steps 4) Give the teams a couple of minutes to
decide how they are going to approach this
challenge. Check they all understand and know
who is going to go up first, then start the game.

knowledge

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
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Step 5) When the time is up put all the pictures
up and choose a winner(s)

How do I run it?
Step 1) On a large piece of paper draw a basic
picture of a mobile phone in the middle and
surrounding this draw pictures to represent the
key things that you need to think about when
choosing a mobile phone deal - see the list
below for some ideas. For this activity it’s best to
keep the drawings simple and basic so young
people can easily replicate them.

keep
i

motivation

What’s it about?
This activity is designed to help young people
think about what their needs are and be able
to choose the right mobile phone deal for them.
It helps to reinforce the key things they need to
find out about when choosing a mobile phone
contract by getting them to have to remember
and repeat this information.
What do I need?
■■ Flipchart paper and pens
■■ A4 sheets of paper

skills

opportunity

Step 3) Use the picture you prepared in step 1
and explain “I’m going to show you a picture I
drew earlier, the challenge is for each team to
copy it on the piece of paper I’ve given you.
How you will do this is one member of each team
will come up to the front and have 2 minutes to
look at the picture. They go back to their teams
and try and draw everything they can remember
on their paper in 2 minutes. Then the second
person from each team comes up and does the
same, then the third and then the fourth (if there
are less than 4 in the team someone can go up
a second time). The winning team is the one with
the most accurate picture.”

Step 6) Review - create a discussion about what
is important to find out about mobile phones
in order to get the best deal. You might also
discuss some of the hard selling tactics that are
used and how to deal with these and what
your rights are e.g. a 14 day period in which to
change your mind if you buy the phone over the
telephone and where to get further information
such as:
www.adviceguide.org.uk/england/search.
htm?query=mobile+phone+contracts

Cost of handset
Amount of talk time
Amount of Internet access
Cost of text messages/amount of free texts
Cost of calls to landlines
Cost of line rental
Cost of calls to other networks
Apps available and cost of these

Further useful information on paying for and
insuring your phone go to:
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/
paying-for-and-protecting-your-phone
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Step 2) Split the young people into teams of 4
and give each of them a half sheet of A4 paper
and pens.
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Some young people end up
with more than one mobile phone
contract either because they take a
second contract out if they lose one,
or they take contracts out for their
friends who can’t get a contract
because they have bad credit or a
record of fraud.
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9.2

What do I need?
The primary resources required are:
■■ 1 track with pit stop area
■■ 2-4 cars
■■ Stop watch
■■ Pit stop cards – Which have a serious of
questions on that the young person needs to
consider on - see below for some ideas

Mobile phone
grand prix

What’s it about?
Young people can often be ‘driven’ by the
desire to have a specific phone rather than a
phone and price plan that serves a purpose
and meets a set of specific needs. Getting to
the finish line and acquiring a phone, a young
person can often get caught in a fast paced
and competitive market, which means a young
person could end up making a costly mistake
with significant consequences. Encouraging a
young person to slow down and consider all
factors in making a purchase will reduce the
likelihood of a ‘car crash’ purchase. This activity
represents a young person’s driven desire to get
a phone quickly and what pit stops need to be
put into place to prevent the car (mobile phone
purchase) spinning out of control.

You can make this activity as creative as possible
or as basic as required. If you are limited with time
and resources you can use a piece of flipchart
paper and a toy car. This can work in either a
one-to-one or group context. Design a course
and make it as difficult as you desire. If you have
time, money and desire use remote control cars
and either a toy rug with outlined course (these
can be purchased for £15 from Argos or online)
or chalk a course outside. Produce some pit stop
flags with a series of questions on, the question
should be:
■■ PAYG or Contract?
■■ PAYG: How will you pay? How often?
■■ Contract: Which bank account? Do you have
enough money to cover basic plus add on costs?
■■ How many minutes, texts and how much data
will you use?
■■ What’s the best plan you have found so far?
■■ How can you save money?
■■ Will you need insurance? How much does this
cost?

MINDSPACE review points

How do I run it?
Run the activity explaining this is supposed to be
fun task that will improve their driving and buying
a mobile phone skills. Their mission is simple to
complete a lap in the fastest time possible!

Step 5) Explain that buying a mobile phone and
price plan can be like a grand prix, the finish line
is walking out of the shop with a phone in hand,
however if we don’t make the necessary pit
stops our car (purchased product) can spin out
of control and we can lose the race by crashing.
Explain the mission is still the same, to complete a
lap in the fastest time.
However to make it
more of a challenge
when the pit stop flag is
waved the car must come in
to the pit answer the
question and then can
return to the track.

Step 1) Ask the young person to get their car
round the circuit in the fastest time. Run the
activity, and at regular intervals wave the pit
stop flag and ask one question at a time, follow
the sequence of questions outlined above.
Once the lap has finished and the questions
have been asked, ask the young person do they
think they could do it quicker? If yes, run activity
exactly the same as before. If they say no, ask
them why not?
Step 2) Run it again and compare the time to
the first recording, hopefully the time will have
improved. Ask the young person, “how did that
feel? What did you do differently compared to
the first time?”
Step 3) Ask again if they think they could do it
quicker? If yes, run activity exactly the same as
before. If they say no, ask them why not? You can
keep repeating this as many times as appropriate
and is useful.

30-40
minutes

Step 4) Review - explore how things changed
each lap; hopefully they will acknowledge that
they knew more answers to the questions each
time. Conclude that the more we are aware of
the answers to these questions the quicker we can
finish the race.

Top tip

Norms – Who is influencing us in our choice of mobile?
Incentives – What are the incentives mobile phone companies use to get us to buy their
product? What might we gain and lose with these?
Salience – How influenced are we by wanting the latest version of a phone rather than the best
phone and plan for our pocket?
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It’s worth checking with young people if their
chosen tariff really does suit their need.
“One young person I was working with was
beginning to get into debt so I went through
their budget with them and checked where their
money was going. The key issue was their mobile
phone contract. They set it up on an introductory
offer of £25 a month for 100 minutes, unlimited
texts and downloads. They lived away from their

mum and spoke a lot by phone. She regularly
went over her tariff, most months this was
around £80. I spoke to the phone company and
explained the situation, thankfully they listened
and we changed her contract to unlimited
minutes too which is £35 a month, therefore
saving her £50 a month.”
1625 Independent People,
Cashpoint Project Worker
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9.3

Step 3) At the end of the time, get each group to
share what they have found out.

What’s the
best deal?

Step 4) Review - “what helped to compare the
different deals? Any surprises? What has been
useful to find out and how can this help when
choosing a mobile phone?”
For further information on phone deals go to
www.moneysavingexpert.com

What’s it about?
This activity helps young people to consider
all the information they need to think about
and compare when deciding on which mobile
phone to choose.
What do I need?
Range of leaflets or screen prints of different
mobile phone options and deals. Money Saving
Expert is a good source:
www.moneysavingexpert.com

30-40
minutes

How do I run it?
Step 1) Get young people to work in small
groups of 3 or 4, each with 2 to 4 leaflets of
different mobile phone options, depending on
needs of the group.
Step 2) Explain “you have 20 minutes to have
a look through the information you have and
come up with the best deal for someone
wanting 60 minutes of talk time, unlimited texts
and downloads”. During this time go around
each group to check understanding and to
support as appropriate.
Make sure they are thinking about:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Cost of handset
Cost of talk time
Cost of Internet access
Cost of text messages/amount of free texts
Cost of calls to landlines
Cost of line rental
Cost of calls to other networks
Apps available and cost of these
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10. Enabling young people
to make informed choices
about saving and borrowing

Financial Capability Wheel
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There are many pressures on young people to
borrow money in order to get things sooner rather
than later and many opportunities to do so, some
of them at very high rates of interest (in some
cases up to 5000% APR) such as payday lenders
on local high streets and companies that lend via
the telephone. Our experience has shown some
young people think the higher the APR the better
the deal; this section helps build knowledge and
understanding to help young people make more
informed choices.

oney

It would take around 18 years to pay off the
whole balance. Total payments would be about
£2,500, i.e. £1,500 more than first borrowed.

Use the example over to help demonstrate this,
you can talk it through or write it out on flipchart.

See Money Advice Service Link below for a loan
calculator:
https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
tools/loan-calculator

It usually costs money to borrow and sometimes
it costs a lot. Imagine you owe £1000 on your
credit card at an interest rate (APR) of 25.9% pa.

Like many other online calculators this tool asks
you to enter the amount borrowed, annual
interest rate and length of time borrowed and
will work out repayments and total interest paid.

You pay the minimum each month, 3% or £5,
whichever is the greater. In the first month you
pay 3% of £1000 = £30.
The £30 is deducted from your next bill. But
interest would be added on – just under £20. So
the debt is reduced by around £10.
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Key information for whole section - APR
(annual percentage rate) is what is charged
for borrowing. It helps us to compare deals
i.e. a higher APR will cost us more.

Borrowing costs more
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■■ Explore the reasons for
both borrowing and
saving
■■ Build knowledge
on the best ways to
save and borrow and
where to find the
information
■■ Build awareness of the
cost of borrowing and
how to compare costs
from different lenders
■■ Promote the attitude of
saving more and borrowing
less to help make ends meet

g

The ideas and activities below will help you:

pi
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Objectives
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10.1

Step 5) Review - “what are the advantages
and disadvantages of saving and borrowing?”
It’s good here to make connections for the
young people with other aspects of managing
money e.g. if they are borrowing money to buy
everyday essential things they will end up with
less money to manage on, as they will have
additional costs of paying back interest on what
they’ve borrowed. If this is the case they might
need to go back and look again at what they
have coming in and going out and try to make it
balance without having to borrow. It’s also useful
to begin to promote the idea of saving part of
what they want to buy and borrowing less which
the next activity helps to demonstrate.

The why and
the how

What’s it about?
This activity introduces the idea that we have
choices when it comes to our money and how
we get things. We can save, we can borrow, we
can do both. It is important to make the right
choice for us.
What do I need?
■■ Flipchart paper and pens
How do I run it?
Step 1) You can either run this activity as whole
group discussion, or put the group into 2 teams
and run as a bit of a competition to help drive
conversations.

10
minutes

Step 2) Copy out the tables here on flipchart.
Step 3) First ask “why would you save money?” If
the answer is that they don’t, get them thinking
about why they might save, or why they think
other people might save. If you need to prompt
the discussion further get them thinking about
saving for a rainy day or unexpected things for
example losing their mobile phone, and saving
for treats and fun things for example a meal out
with a friend on their birthday. Then ask “how
and where can you save money?”, again be
ready to prompt conversation and link this to
ideas and activities in section 8.

Why save?

Why borrow?

MINDSPACE review points
Incentives – What are some of the gains
and losses in borrowing? And what are
some of the gains and losses in saving?
What motivates us?

Step 4) Next ask “why would you borrow money?”
This is often a similar list to “why save”, which helps
promote the psychology of saving more and
borrowing less, see below. Next ask “how and
where can you borrow money?”, again make sure
all the main options are covered.

How and where can you
save?
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Norms – How are we influenced
by others when we borrow to buy
something we want but don’t
necessarily need?

How and where can you
borrow?

Ego – Would we feel better about ourselves
if we saved up, or borrowed to buy
something we want?
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10.2
Comparing the
cost of credit

Step 4) Review “look at all the amounts paid
back”, “who had the best deal?” go through
each and reveal where they borrowed the
money from and what the APR is. It’s useful to
emphasise it can make a big difference to how
much something costs us depending on whether
we have to borrow money to get it and where
we borrow that money from and how long it
takes us to pay it back. It’s worth checking this
out before we borrow as we may not think those
£50 trainers are such a good deal if they end up
costing us £100 and we are still paying for them
after we’ve thrown them away!

What’s it about?
It’s up to us whether we save or borrow in order
to get things but it’s important to think about
the results of our choices so that we can make
the right choice for ourselves. This activity is
designed to raise awareness of the different
costs of borrowing and to enable young people
to calculate the costs of borrowing.

Step 5) To extend the review further use the
credit top tips at the end of the section and give
information on local credit unions and other
sources of information such as the money advice
service website: www.moneyadviceservice.org.
uk/en/articles/borrowing-and-credit-basics

What do I need?
■■ Prepare 1 copy of each case study page xx
■■ Blank table below as a handout
■■ Cost of credit top tips (on page 79)
■■ Pre written flipchart or whiteboard with the
table below written on it
■■ Information on local credit union(s)
How do I run it?
Step 1) Put the young people into 5 groups and
give each one a different case study. If there are
not enough for 5 groups just give out as many of
the case studies as you have groups and write up
the answers for the other ones yourself.

Cost of credit top tips

MINDSPACE review points

1. Think about it
■■ Do you really need/want this item?
■■ Can you wait until you’ve saved for it?
■■ Can you buy a cheaper version or get it
second hand?

Incentives – What was the incentive for
each of our characters to choose the
finance option they did? What was the
reason for not saving? How much money
will someone lose by borrowing rather
than saving up for what they want?

■■ 2. What will it cost?
■■ Can you afford the repayments? (And what
happens if you miss a payment?)
■■ How long will you have to make payments for?
■■ How much will it cost you in total? (including
interest and any other charges such as
payment protection, extended guarantee etc)

Norms – How influenced do you think
each of our characters were by their
friends? What else could they do?
Ego – How do you feel about yourself when
you get something new? How do you feel
about yourself when you are in debt?

3. Take the time to think about it and shop around
■■ Can you get a better deal elsewhere?
■■ Think it over, don’t be rushed

Cashp
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I did this activity with a
group last week, at the end they
all wanted to take the figures
home to show their families as
they were quite shocked with
how much they were paying
above the actual price of what the
item cost in the first place.

Pe

Step 2) Explain “each group has a case study
of a young person who has borrowed money,
all the young people in these case studies has
borrowed the same amount which is £500 from
different sources. The table on the handout and
flipchart shows different payment options for each
young person. Use this table and a calculator
to calculate how much interest your case study
young person will have paid in total if they pay it
off over 1 or 2 years.” Be ready to go around and
help groups with the maths; it’s not a maths test!
Step 3) When each group has finished ask them
to come and write the amounts in the flipchart, or
you can write these up for them.

, Bristol

30
minutes
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Character 1 – Lee
Doorstep lender

Character 2 – Chantelle
Store card

but to sell on and make money from. Lee was
allowed to pay some of the money for the
drugs now and some later, which he now has no
means to pay for. Lee is very worried about the
consequences of this.

Lee is 17 years old. He is currently on a referral
order for assault and working with the Youth
Offending Service. Although Lee has a youth
offending worker he is not working with any
support services to look at issues such as housing,
employment and financial support. Lee would
not class himself as homeless even though he
does not have any stable accommodation and
has been sleeping on his friend’s floor for the
past month.

Also the doorstop lender did not define the terms
of the £500 loan stating that Lee could make
repayments ‘as and when’ he had the money.
Time has passed and the lender has started to
put pressure on Lee to make repayments.

Financing himself by borrowing from friends
and petty theft, Lee has recently started to
borrow from a doorstep lender. Lee has used the
money to repay some of his friends, buy food,
top up his mobile phone and buy cannabis and
ecstasy, which he states helps him cope with the
stress of the situation. He purchases cannabis
and ecstasy not only for his own personal use,

Use this table and a calculator to calculate how
much interest your case study young person will
have paid in total if they pay it off over 1 or 2 years.

herself image and confidence by clothes
shopping. Since turning 18, Chantelle has
opened 3 store cards with Top Shop, Miss
Selfridges and New Look. With a high APR
Chantelle did not realise how much she would
have to repay on top of the £500 she has
already spent.

Chantelle is an 18 year old care leaver. She is
currently on an apprenticeship scheme which
she attends four days a week. The scheme
aims to equip Chantelle with a number of skills,
and the confidence to gain employment. She
describes it as boring as “all they do is arts and
crafts and there are no fit lads”. Although close
to leaving the programme she states that she
needs the money it provides, which together
with the amount she gets from the leaving
care team for attending the apprenticeship,
gives her more than she would otherwise get
on job seekers allowance. She currently lives in
a supported accommodation project which
requires her to have a number of regular
financial commitments.

Chantelle likes to drink on a regular basis
spending her money on alcohol, often cheap
wine and cider. Due to the amounts she
consumes and the vulnerable situations she
manages to get into while under the influence
her leaving care worker has describe Chantelle
as at risk and sexually vulnerable.
Use this table and a calculator to calculate how
much interest your case study young person will
have paid in total if they pay it off over 1 or 2 years.

Chantelle feels isolated in her accommodation
and has a limited social network. She raises
80
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Character 3 – Lisa
Credit Union

Character 4- Paul
Credit card

Lisa is 18 years old and unemployed. She is a
single mother living on her own in a one bedroom
flat. Struggling with the limited money she has
available to her, she receives income support
and child benefit. Lisa has recently taken out a
loan of £500 from her local credit union. A large
proportion of Lisa’s money is spent on items
required for her daughter and the majority of
purchases she makes are through the catalogue
where she buys clothes for herself, her daughter
and house hold furniture. Lisa is using the money
to pay off high catalogue bills and give her
additional spending money.
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Lisa identifies that she needs help with money
and finds it difficult to cope. However she is very
reluctant to seek help as she feels that people,
especially professionals, look down on her and
can’t understand what she is going through. Last
year Lisa verbally assaulted a woman working
at the local Jobcentre Plus resulting in a Police
caution. Lisa feels that she does have anger
management problems but these are the result
of her financial situation.

Paul is 20 years old. He has a part time job
working in a bar for cash in hand, for which he
receives £50 a week. Paul has started a number
of employment courses and apprenticeships
but fails to complete courses and sees them as
pointless. He lives with his mum and is currently
considering applying for the army. However
due to his previous bad behaviour and criminal
convictions for assault and theft it is unlikely that
he will be accepted.

aggressive. He has a different girlfriend every
week and likes to keep up his image. Although
seen as a ‘hard man’ by his friends he dotes on
his mum.

Use this table and a calculator to calculate how
much interest your case study young person will
have paid in total if they pay it off over 1 or 2 years.

A large number of Paul’s friends from the estate
are unemployed and blame this on immigrants
and refugees for taking ‘their’ jobs. Paul and
his friends can be very loud, disruptive and

Use this table and a calculator to calculate how
much interest your case study young person will
have paid in total if they pay it off over 1 or 2 years.

Paul loves cars and has recently taken out a
credit card loan of £500 to go with the money his
mum is lending him to buy a second hand car.
The money will not only help him buy the car but
also the desired extras, alloys, neon lights etc.
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Cost of credit table
Name

Monthly
Payment

Length of loan

Total amount
paid

Total interest
paid

Annual
Percentage
rate (APR)

Lee (doorstep
lender)

£ 70

1 year

£833

£333

177%

£ 51

Chantelle
(store card)

Lisa (Credit
Union)

Paul (credit
card)

£ 46

2 years

1 year

£1223

£551

£723

£51

£ 26

2 years

£601

£101

£ 45

1 year

£536

£36

£ 24

2 years

£570

£70

£ 48

1 year

£575

£75

£ 28

2 years

£649

£149

19.9%

10.3

Step 3) Create discussion about what
experiences they’ve had of being caught out
by the small print. Also discuss how advertising
and hard selling puts them under pressure to
take on these contacts and other pressures they
are under e.g. from friends to take out a mobile
phone contract for them.

Reading the
small print

Step 4) Review - “were there any surprises in what
you found out?” What would they do differently
next time they think about a new mobile phone,
credit card or store card?

What’s it about?
One of the problems with taking on financial
products such as store cards, mobile phone
contracts, a bank account or insurance is we
often don’t really know what we’re taking on,
whether it’s something we want and need and
how much it will cost us, as well as any penalties
that we might have to pay without realising it. So
it is vital that we know and understand ‘what the
deal is’ from the information we are given.

Emphasise the following points:
■■ Costs can vary between lenders and
companies
■■ There are a number of ways lenders and
companies can make money from us
■■ Sometimes we can end up paying for
something we don’t want or need
■■ There can be pressure to encourage us to
take on deals or contracts
■■ So it’s important to check the facts and be
assertive

What do I need?
■■ A range of local leaflets giving information on
credit, store cards, mobile phone deals, bank
accounts (such as current accounts with
additional things like insurance)
■■ Flipchart paper and pens
13.68%

29.8%

How do I run it?
Step 1) Split the young people into groups of 3
or 4 and give each group a selection of 3 to 5
leaflets on a range of financial products and
some flipchart paper and pens. Explain “each
group has to use these leaflets to find out all the
different ways in which the company responsible
for the product will make money from you and
note these down on your flipchart paper” Give
the groups 10-15 minutes to do this, going around
each group to check they understand and offer
support where needed. If prompts are needed
you could ask:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

30
minutes

Are there charges when money is borrowed
Are there costs if repayments are missed
What happens if you go over your tariff
Are there any extra costs such as insurance
What is the APR (the amount of interest they are
charged)

Step 2) Get each group to share what they’ve
found out, make sure you add any points that
might be missing.
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10.4

Step 3) Show the front of the next card and ask
“is the APR (cost of borrowing) higher or lower
than the last card?” Then show them the answer
by turning over the card. Keep going until
you’ve shown all the cards.

Higher lower

Step 4) Review. Ask “what were your reactions?
Any surprises?” It’s important to stress that these
are just examples of typical rates for the different
lenders as they will be changing all the time so
they always need to check with the lender what
rate is being charged at the time they want to
borrow and is available to them (sometimes the
better rates are only available to people with a
good credit rating like home owners etc).

What’s it about?
This activity is a good icebreaker or energiser for
a session on credit. It’s based on the TV show
‘Play Your Cards Right’. The aim of the activity is
to raise awareness of the cost of credit and how
APR can be a useful way to compare costs.

What do I need?
■■ Cost of Credit Cards - see pages 88, you can
adapt these to represent local sources of
borrowing
■■ Develop the cards which work well as A4 size.
These need to be two sided with the logo
and amount borrowed with time period on
the front e.g. ‘£1K loan over 12 months’, and
the APR and amount to be paid back on the
back e.g. ‘23.9%, pay back £120.92’

10
minutes

How do I run it?
Step 1) You can run this activity as a big group
or a team game – awarding points for correct
higher or lower guesses.
Step 2) Show the first of your cards, firstly the
front which has the source of credit and then
turn it over to show the back which gives the
APR if you borrow from this company and what
this actually means in terms of the extra money
you would pay.

Acknowledgement: North Warwickshire Citizens
Advice Bureau

10.5
Resisting the
pressure

Step 3) Bring the group back together and have
a discussion about the sentences, beginning
with the meanings of the word ‘assertiveness’
followed by the tips:
■■ How many of these skills do they think they have?
■■ What do they find the hardest thing(s) to do?
■■ What stops us being assertive in some
situations? (Answers should include: feeling
embarrassed, not understanding what’s
being sold to you, being frightened into
thinking you’ve got to do it, being persuaded
that everyone has that product)
■■ Can anyone give examples of situations
where this has happened to them?

What’s it about?
It can be hard to resist the pressure in the market
place and to be assertive to get the product
we want. Many people find it hard to deal
with confrontational situations and can end
up buying products they don’t actually want
or can’t afford because of a slick sales patter.
Being confident about how to say no in a polite
yet assertive way is a valuable skill to have in
any situation. This activity is designed to build
awareness as to why it is that we often go into a
situation expecting to get one thing, yet come
out the other side with something different! The
activity also helps young people understand
how to get what they want by being assertive
and to practice strategies and behaviours to
help them be more assertive.

Step 4) In the same or different pairs give them
the four case studies cards. Ask them to work
through the case studies, with one of them
playing the part of the person being pressurised
and the other playing the part of the person
applying the pressure (e.g. sales person). The
job of the person playing the first role is to say no
assertively, while the job of the person playing the
other role is to try and persuade the first person
to agree (this can include begging, urging, and
verbally bullying). Give pairs three minutes on
each case study, swapping around the roles
after each case study (e.g. situation one- young
person 1 plays first person, young person 2 plays
second person. Situation two- young person 1
plays second person, young person 2 plays first
person etc.).

What do I need?
■■ ‘Being Assertive’ cards pages 89
■■ Photocopies of Case Studies Card pages 89
How do I run it?
Step 1) Ask “how many of you have gone into a
shop with the intention of buying one thing and
after a discussion with the sales person come out
with something twice as expensive?” or “ who
has been pressurised into taking out insurance
on a phone when they don’t want it – or got a
store card when they already have 10 in their
pocket?” Explain that this activity looks at how
and why we get into some of these situations
and how to get out of them again.

Step 5) Review - after all scenarios have played
out (or your time is up), get together and discuss:
the different ways people tried to make the
person say yes; how difficult it was to keep
saying no; whether anyone gave in – and how
this made them feel; whether anyone became
aggressive; the value of being able to say no.

Step 2) Divide the young people into pairs.
Give each pair a set of ‘Being Assertive’ cards
and ask them to match the two halves of the
sentences together. Explain that some of the
sentences describe the meaning of assertiveness
and others are tips on how to be assertive.

Adapted from
MoneyAware – UK
Youth 2010

45
minutes

MINDSPACE review points
Incentive – What’s in it for me by saying yes to a loan? What am I afraid of losing if I say no?
Norms – How much am I being influenced by my need to fit in? Can I still do this without
borrowing money?
Ego – How will I feel about myself if I say yes? How will I feel about myself if I say no? Saying no
will mean I save more in the future - how would that feel?
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Cost of credit

Resisting the pressure:
being assertive cards
SHOPACHECK
£300 over 32 weeks

£1k loan over 12 months

Respecting other people’s views

even if you don’t like or agree with them

Be

clear and firm

In cases where you can’t refuse

explain that the situation is causing you problems
and try

negotiating in order to make the situation more
acceptable

to you

Recognising that

you can and do make mistakes

Believing

in yourself

Don’t mumble or stutter

and don’t apologise too much (e.g. keep saying
you’re

399.7% APR

23.9% APR

Pay back £480

Pay back £1,120.92

sorry, and give lots of reasons)

Credit Union
£500 over 12 months

£500 over 12 months

272% APR

24.9% APR

Pay back £910

Pay back £562.84
(Glasgow Credit Union figures)

Being clear

about what you want to happen

Look the other person

in the eyes where you are talking to them

Think about

what you want to happen before discussing it

Being calm

and in control of yourself

Case Studies cards

Work through each of these case studies
changing after each study which of you is person
one (saying no assertively) and which is person
two (persuading the first person to agree).

1.

3.

2.

4.

A good friend asks you to lend him £20 for
the weekend and promises to pay you
back on Monday. However, he has borrowed
money from you before and taken a long time
to return it. Also, you’re a bit short of money
yourself at the moment.

Buy a PSP Vita over 52 weeks
(Game shop price £219.99)
£400 (max) over 28 days
29.9% APR

The sales assistant in a shop is determined
to sell you a warranty of the MP3 player
you’ve just bought. You know that warranties are
very expensive and often not worth the money
you have to pay, but the assistant won't take no
for an answer.

You go into a shop and choose a
relatively simple pay-as-you-go phone that you
think will be ideal for calls and texts. But the
sales assistant is really pushy, and says that she
can give you one that has a great camera and
loads more functions on a contract that she’s
sure you can afford.

You’re in a shop with a friend who wants
you to buy something. He says that you
can just about afford it, but you know your debts
are rising. Your friend keeps on saying that you
can put it on your credit card and pay it off later.

4,214% APR
Pay back £327.51
(£571.48 with service cover)

Pay back £517.48
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11. Helping young people to
manage debt
Overview

Does debt matter?

Objectives

Getting into difficulties with paying bills can
lead to debt and the situation can soon spiral
out of control with very serious consequences.
It’s important to act quickly if things are going
wrong and to get specialist advice when
needed. A preferred option for young people
can be to avoid dealing with the problem, often
because of a lack of confidence about their
ability to do anything about it.

The ideas and activities below will help you:
■■ Build young people’s awareness of the different
types of debts and the impact of them
■■ Increase young people’s knowledge and
confidence to tackle money problems before
they get really serious and get help when
they need it
■■ Share information with young people about
where they can go for specialist help around
debts

Below is a list of useful prompts that will help:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

What’s it about?
In order for young people to take debt seriously
they need to recognise, for themselves, what
some of the downsides of getting into debt
are. They may be aware of some of the most
immediate and obvious ones like being hassled
to pay money back but they may not know
about the longer term problems it can cause like
not being able to borrow in the future because of
a bad credit rating or losing their home because
of not paying their rent.

Stress, worry, anger, fear, embarrassment
Avoidance of the problem and some people
Health issues
Further money problems
Future problems such as unable to borrow for
a car or home

Step 3) Group the post-its as the young people start
to put them up into the similar points.
Step 4) Review - Summarise the main ideas and
add anything missing. Emphasise getting into
difficulties with our bills can have a really serious
effect on our lives so it’s important not to hide
our head in the sand if things start to go wrong.

What do I need?
■■ Flipchart paper and pens
■■ Post-it notes
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15
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How do I run it?
Step 1) Introduce this activity by asking the group
how they think people can start to get into
problems with keeping up with their bills and so get
into debt. Jot some of these ideas on the flipchart.

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Loss of job
Leaving home or moving into a new home
Relationship breakdown
Ill health or disability
Problems with benefits
Drug or alcohol dependency
Problem gambling
Pressure to spend/availability of credit

?

Step 2) Put the young people into small groups
and give each group some post-it notes and a
marker pen. Ask them to think of as many different
consequences of being in debt/behind with bills
and write each idea on a separate post-it note
and then stick them on the flipchart. Go around
the groups and if they need prompting ask them
to think of people they might know who have
had problems with debt and what effect this
has had on them, or things they’ve seen on TV
programmes or read about in the paper.
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11.2

Scenario Cards

How do things
start going wrong
and what can
we do?

Step 2) Once all have finished, ask each group
in turn to give an example of an option for
their character and the pluses and minuses for
this choice.
Step 3) Review - when each group has given
a few ideas, have a whole group discussion on
the reasons for the choices. It’s important to
emphasise we can get into difficulties in paying
our bills for all sorts of different reasons but the
important thing is to take action as quickly as we
can when things are going wrong and get help,
see the links below.

What’s it about?
An important first step is for young people to
be able to spot when things are going wrong
and think about the best thing to do to stop the
problems getting worse, including getting help
and advice.
What do I need?
■■ Scenarios cards - see page 93
■■ Options cards - see pages 93-95. One set for
each group
■■ Blank cards
■■ Marker pens

30
minutes

How do I run it?
Step 1) Put the young people into groups, each
with a different scenario, a set of the option
cards, a few blank cards and a marker pen.
Ask them to read through their scenario and
then look at the options and discuss pluses and
minuses for each. They have blank cards to write
any other options they think of on. Stress with this
activity that there is no right or wrong answer and
that people might have quite different ideas.
Give them 10 minutes to do this, and go around
and prompt discussions by asking things like:
■■ Which options might they choose and why?
■■ Which options might they not choose and why?
■■ What stops them choosing these?
■■

1.

3.

2.

4.

Over the last few weeks my friends
and I have been experimenting with
drugs. I have now borrowed £200 from this guy I
met in the pub. He told me I would only have to
pay £4.00 per week and used to come round to
my house to collect it. Now I’ve got behind with
my payments and he’s started threatening me
so I’m staying at a friend’s house. I don’t know
what to do.

When I was shopping for some new
jeans in town a while ago I was told
that I could have 20% off them if I took out a
store card. I just had to fill out a form and then
got the card through the post. Since then I’ve
bought a load more stuff using the card and
now owe £600 on it and can’t pay it back. Every
time I get a letter about it the amount of money
I owe has gone up so now I’ve just stopped
opening the letters. I don’t know what to do.

I opened a bank account when I
started my part time job because they
said I needed one for them to pay my wages
in. When I got a new mobile phone contract
I arranged monthly Direct Debit payments
from my bank account because this made
my payments cheaper. But because I keep
going over my limit on the contract my monthly
payments are usually higher than they should
be and because I haven’t had enough money
in my account my bank has charged me for
going overdrawn. In the last 3 months I’ve been
charged over £100. I don’t know what to do.

My mum is always stressed out
about money and she is starting to drink
every night. She borrows money from someone
who comes to our flat. I think it’s someone who
lives on the estate because I recognise her
face. I’ve started to shoplift with my mates to
get the things I need rather than ask my mum
for money. But my mates are starting to nick
stuff to sell. It feels like it's beginning to get out of
control. I don’t know what to do.

Options Cards

Keep on
shoplifting
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Sell stuff
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Go & see
your key
worker

Sell some
drugs

Just forget
about it

Move
house
94

Options cards

Change
your name

Options cards

Tell
someone
and seek
help

Beg on the
street

Get a job

Borrow off
a friend

Borrow
off your
parents

Sell your
TV

Borrow off
a doorstep
lender
95

11.3
What is important
and what is
urgent?

Step 3) Go round to check on the discussions
and ask prompting questions such as:
■■ How did they make their decisions about
importance when they sorted the letters?
■■ Did the letters seem written in a certain way?
What effect do you think they were going for?
■■ How do they think their clients would deal
with their own letters?

What’s it about?
When it comes to debts not all of them are equally
important. Sometimes the ones that seem most
important to us are actually the least important
ones; they can seem important because there
is an urgent deadline or because we are being
hassled about it or threatened with legal action.
This activity is designed to get young people to
consider what is important and what is urgent
when it comes to dealing with their bills and debts.
It will also help young people recognise that
although action needs to be taken with all their
bills and debts to stop things getting worse, it is the
ones that have the most serious consequences
that are the most important to deal with first, such
as not paying your rent, which can lead to you
losing your home.

Step 4) Review - Once everyone has got as far as
they can get the whole group’s attention back.
It’s important that this activity creates discussion
rather than people getting it right or wrong. Get
a few ideas from each group and key learning
points. Emphasise the letters that sounded the
most urgent were not always the most important
one. There is a danger that we are tempted to
pay the person who shouts loudest or sounds
most threatening which can mean that more
important debts such as rent get left. The most
important thing is if people are receiving these
types of letters and aren’t sure what to do that
they find specialist help, see links below.

What do I need?
■■ Unpaid bills letters see pages xx-xx

Natural Gas
PO Box 222
Manchester
Avenue
Notown

Our ref: NG/1234/05067								 30 January 2013

Final Notice
Immediate Action Necessary To Pay £193.64 Owed
You still have not paid your Gas bill even though we sent you a reminder, including details of how you
can pay the amount you owe.
If you do not pay your account, or contact us, within the next 10 days we will take action to recover the
debt.
We will either cut off your gas supply or fit a card prepayment meter. If you don’t let us in when we call
we will immediately ask a magistrate for a warrant which lets us enter your property even if you are not
there. We can do this by law. If we do this it could mean you will also have to pay costs of up to £31.30.
If you cannot pay phone us on 0808 xxx xxx. It is in your own interest to contact us to discuss a payment
arrangement.

How do I run it?
Step 1) Split the young people into small groups
give each group the 6 letters about unpaid bills.
Either use sample letters supplied, or copies of
real letters with client details covered up; this
can be done by photocopying client letter, then
covering up client details with Tippex or black
marker pen, then copying from this, checking
details are covered enough on copies.

30
minutes

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
Credit account number:

05067		

Amount due: £193.64

Signature:______________________________		

Step 2) Give them 10-15 minutes to
sort them into important/not important, urgent/not
urgent and discuss their reasons. Warn them that
just because something is urgent it may not be
important and vice versa.

Code: 33-22-33		
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Date:_______________

Cash/Cheque total
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Borough of Anytown
Anytown Town Hall
Gabriel Road, Anytown

Aggregated Collections, 1 Union Street, Anytown
Street
Anytown

Avenue,
Anytown
15 January 2013

FORMAL NOTICE OF LEGAL ACTION
Dear Ms

Dear
I regret to note that you are not making payments as agreed despite all our efforts to help you.
You currently have rent arrears of:
Rent of £385.00 is owed at 1 November 2012.

THIS SITUATION CANNOT BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE.

If you do not clear these arrears, the Mayor and Burgesses of the Borough of Anytown intend to take
legal action and apply to Court for an order requiring you to give up possession of your home.

I now advise you of our intention to commence legal proceedings. I will remind you that, if a judgement
is entered and the debt remains unpaid, we have the right to take any or all of the following actions:

If you want to discuss this letter you should contact your Neighbourhood Housing Officer.

- Warrant of Execution against your belongings by a court appointed bailiff;
- Attachment of earnings against your current and future employers;
- Bankruptcy if the debt exceeds £750;
- A charging order against your property (if you are a homeowner).

Signed

P Chen

Head of Legal Services

All judgements are recorded with the relevant credit reference agencies and will make it extremely
difficult for you to obtain future credit facilities.

On behalf of the Mayor and Burgesses of the Borough of Anytown, Anytown Town Hall, Gabriel Road,
Anytown Tel: 000 123 4567

There remains one way to prevent the course of action I have described above. Contact me to discuss
this option.
Yours Faithfully,

A. Griffiths
Regional Manager
T: 0111 223344
PS: DO NOT IGNORE THIS SITUATION, IT WILL NOT GO AWAY UNLESS YOU HELP US TO HELP YOU.
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										 Mobile phone company
1 New Street
Anytown
Ms.
Terrace
Anytown
Bill for your mobile phone
1 August – 1 September 2012

Anytown Magistrates Court
Court Buildings
Anytown
30 November 2012
Case ref:
Mr
Street
Anytown

Line rental		
15.00
Calls			5.00
Texts			2.30

Your fine from Case ref: xxxxxx is £120.00.

Total			22.30

If you miss a payment, this will be seen as a default in payment. Further action can then be taken.

This fine is due in weekly instalments of £10.00.

PAY NOW OR YOUR PHONE MAY BE CUT OFF.
YOU MAY THEN BE LIABLE FOR RECONNECTION CHARGES.

J Omari
Signed for
Court administrator
Anytown Magistrates Court

I need bak asap
that 20 quid
I lent u last
month. L8a. Vx
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11.4

Priority bills and debts

Priority and
non priority
debts and their
consequences

Step 4) During the above two steps spend time
going around each group, asking what they are
basing their decisions on and feed in some of the
ideas below to help them to sort the debts and
match the consequences:

Electricity and gas

■■ You could lose your home

■■ Debts are divided into ‘priority’ and ‘nonpriority’ for repaying by money advisers
■■ Priority is based on the effect of not paying
■■ Emphasise the difference between the exercise
we did earlier (essential and non-essential) and
priority and non-priority
■■ There are some common priority debts, e.g.
rent, gas and some that vary for each person,
e.g. phone, car loan (if car essential)

What’s it about?
Whilst all debts are important it is accepted by
creditors and the courts that some debts are
more important than others because they have
the most serious consequences. These are called
priority debts. Other debts have less serious
consequences and are called non-priority debts.
It’s important that young people are aware that
all debts are not equally important because if they
don’t have enough money to pay everyone they
will need to prioritise paying the most important
ones first.

Step 5) Review - create a discussion and ask
what they based their decisions on. Confirm
or correct the consequences of non-payment
of different things, use the answer sheet below
on priority/non-priority debts and top tip
(acknowledgement: Citizens Advice) you can
give this out for people to take away. The key
issues are that young people may not sort their
own debts according to priority and non-priority
debts, and that explaining the consequences
to them can help with this. The most important
thing is if people are receiving these types of
letters and aren’t sure what to do that they find
specialist help, see links below.

What do I need?
■■ Bills or debts cards, see pages 104-108
■■ Consequences cards, see pages 110-114
■■ Summary table of priority/non-priority debts
page 103 which has been developed so you
can give out to young people
How do I run it?
Step 1) Explain that if we get into difficulties
with our bills and debts and don’t have enough
money to pay them all it’s important to know
which ones are most serious and why. These are
called priority debts. All the others are called
non-priority; this doesn’t mean that they don’t
matter but if you don’t have money to pay
everyone they will have to wait.

■■ You could be cut off
■■ Your water supply cannot be cut off
■■ You may have to have a pre-payment meter

Rent or mortgage

TV licence

Council Tax

£

Maintenance for others,
including support for
children

■■
■■
■■
■■

You could have money taken from your benefits or wages
A bailiff could take your belongings
You could get a very big fine
You could go to prison

■■ A bailiff could take your belongings
■■ You could have money taken from your benefits or wages
■■ You could go to prison

■■ A bailiff could take your belongings
■■ You could have money taken from your benefits, wages
or bank account
■■ You could go to prison

■■ You could go to prison
Court fines
Non priority debts
Catalogue

Credit or Store Card

30
minutes

Step 2) Give each group a set of debt cards with
pictures of bills on such as rent, gas, mobile phone.
They have to sort their cards into priority and nonpriority, either on the wall, floor or a table.

Mobile phone

£

Step 3) They are then given a set of consequences
cards for non-payment of these items of
expenditure, which they put on next to the
expenditure that they match and then reorder
their priorities if they wish.

■■ You can be taken to a county court and ordered to repay
the money
■■ Your credit rating can go down
■■ The amount you owe may go up a lot because of the
interest charged

Personal loan e.g. from a
bank, doorstep or
payday lender

Friends and family

© Citizens Advice –from the financial capability trainer’s session pack ‘helping your clients deal with their debts’
Note: Loan Sharks are illegal money lenders and borrowing from them is never a good idea. For more
information see www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/how-to-spot-a-loan-shark
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Gas

Water
rates

Rent

TV licence
104

Bills or debts cards

Bills or debts cards

Court
Fines

Electricity

105

Bills or debts cards

Bills or debts cards

Council
tax

Credit card

Doorstep
lender

Maintenance for others
including support for children.

Family

Mobile phone

106
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homeless.
a bailiff can
be sent in to

take your
things and
sell them

Loan sharks

to pay off the
debt.

108
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Consequence cards

Bills or debts cards

Friends

You could
become

prison.

Money can be taken

Catalogue

from your benefits.

Bank loan
or overdraft

Money can be taken
from your earnings

Store card

110

Consequence cards

Consequence cards

You could
be sent to

111

gas cut
off.
You could
have your

You may be
taken to court
and ordered
to repay the
money.

electricity

Your phone
may be cut off.

you may
have to have
prepayment
meter.

You may be
threatened.

cut off.

112

Consequence cards

Consequence cards

You could
have your

113

Consequence cards

The amount
you owe may

go up alot

because of
the interest

charged.

11.5

Step 1) Explain that it is important to get help
quickly when things start to go wrong especially
with debts as they will only get worse if left. They
are going to look at the steps involved in getting
help and what they can do to make the journey
as easy and successful as possible.

Getting help
when it’s needed

Step 2) Lay the 5 pieces of flipchart paper on the
floor and get everyone to stand on the first one
and discuss what they need to do at this stage of
the journey. Then move onto the second flip and
so on until you’ve got to the end.

What’s it about?
Getting proper information and advice quickly
is vital when it comes to dealing with debts that
are becoming unmanageable. This can be a
daunting prospect for young people so you
can help by explaining how to seek help and
supporting them to do so.

Step 3) Review - create a discussion about what
helped them move along the journey. Draw out
the importance of having detailed information
about their money in and out as well as the most
recent information and papers about their debts
before they speak to a debt adviser. Encourage
them to look at how they can get support on
their journey from friends, family, their key worker
etc. Emphasise tackling debt can be really
daunting but if we take one step at a time and
get help, we can sort out debt problems and
avoid the most serious consequences such as
losing our home.

What do I need?
■■ Information about local sources of debt
advice
■■ Flipchart paper with the below 5 key steps to
getting help written on them, using pictures
as well as words can help:

Your credit

rating may go down

(making it harder to borrow
money in the future).

1. Find out where you can get help (online, by
phone or face-to-face) and if needed make an
appointment.

The most important thing is if people are receiving
these types of letters and aren’t sure what to do
that they find specialist help, see links below.

2. Get all the information together about who you
owe money to and how much, as well as what
stage things have got to.
3. Get information together on what money you
have coming in and going out.
4. Contact the source of help you’ve chosen.

20
minutes

5. Go along for the appointment/have the
telephone call/look at the online help.
How do I run it?
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Many young people just bury their
head in the sand around debt, I have
used these activities to begin to
open up the conversations.
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Tips for dealing with debt

Useful sources of information including debt

The main advice for someone with debt problems
is to get reliable help and advice from a genuine
specialist adviser from an independent agency
such as a Citizens Advice Bureau.

comes from experience, and making mistakes is not
something to be eliminated.

www.adviceguide.org.uk has a range of factsheets on credit and debt including ‘Help with debt’, ‘Dealing
with people you owe money to’, and ‘What happens if you are taken to court for money you owe’

Getting out of debt is usually a long haul. Encourage
young people not to put their lives on hold, and build
in non-financial rewards for successes.

You can also find your nearest Citizens Advice Bureau on Advice Guide

Encourage young people not to ignore debts.
They won’t go away. Leaving them can end up
costing more.

Use the table below as a handout to give to
young people to take away, and build the points
into the reviews of the activities in this section.

Young people’s instincts about which are priority
debts may be technically wrong. Explain this, but
be flexible and respect their views. A repayment
schedule that they may have chosen is one they
may be more committed to. In any case, learning

2

Make the most of your income - check you are claiming all the benefits and tax
credits you can. If you’ve lost your job, or are off work because you’re ill, check if
any debts are covered by payment protection insurance.
Tackle your priority debts first - for example, debts that could mean losing your
home, or having your gas or electric cut off.

4

Work out your personal budget - show it to your creditors when you contact them.

5

Get in touch with your creditors straight away and explain your situation. Contact
all of your creditors. If you arrange to pay some but not others, you may get into
difficulty again. You do not need to offer payment straight away.

6

Work out a reasonable offer for each creditor. Don’t worry if the offer seems small.
Creditors prefer a regular small amount more than an offer you can’t afford.

7

Don’t give up trying to agree an offer, even if creditors are difficult. If the first person
you speak to is unhelpful, ask to speak to someone more senior. They may be able
to agree to what you want.

8

Always keep copies of letters and papers you send or get.

9
10

£

www.nationaldebtline.co.uk gives free advice via their website or by telephone on 0808 808 4000

www.stepchange.org lots of useful advice, and has a mobile app to help with debt

Don’t ignore the problem - it won’t go away. The longer you leave it, the worse it gets.

1

www.moneycharity.org.uk provides education, information and advice on money matters

www.payplan.com and www.cccs.co.uk both offer free money advice

1

3

www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk online calculators for loans, mortgages, budgets etc, as well as lots of
useful information about savings and other money matters

Don’t borrow money to pay off your bills without thinking carefully. Get advice first.
This kind of borrowing could lead to you losing your home.
Get advice from a Citizens Advice Bureau or other independent advice service. If
you get taken to court, do this urgently. Fill in reply forms to court papers, and let
the court have all the facts. Always go to court hearings and take your personal
budget with you.

© Citizens Advice – from the financial capability trainer’s session pack ‘helping your clients deal with
their debts’.
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12. Further information and
resources
www.themoneycharity.org.uk
The Money Charity provides education,
information and advice on money matters in an
appropriate way for young people and adults. It
provides online tools, provides direct delivery of
financial education workshops to young people
and produces the Student Money Manual each
year, which contains essential information on
Student Finance and managing your finances as
a student.

There is a lot of information and guidance
available online, so much so that it can
sometimes be overwhelming. So your support
and encouragement for your people in looking
at what is available can make a big difference.
The following websites provide some useful
information and guidance, as well as video clips
and interactive tools for managing money.
You can help young people find what is most
helpful to them by:

www.youthmoney.org.uk
Youth Money is an independent, noncommercial charity with news and ideas for
experiential learning about money. Maintained
by journalist and writer PJ White, It is individual,
sometimes quirky, but based on sound principles
and usually thought provoking.

■■ Familiarising yourself with the websites and how
to get easily to the areas that might be of most
interest to your young people
■■ Discussing with them what sort of information
or guidance they want to find e.g this could
be preparing for a change in their lives such
as leaving home or starting work or could be
on a specific topic such as borrowing money,
managing debt or choosing and opening a
bank account
■■ Exploring the sites with them, encouraging
them to have a go and recognising that it can
sometimes be a little frustrating and it’s important
not to give up
■■ Looking up answers to specific questions such as
whether bailiffs have the right to enter your home

www.moneymatterstome.com has easy to use
information and interactive workshops including
an online banking simulator.
www.pfeg.org/resources pfeg (Personal Finance
Education Group)hosts a range of resources
that support the delivery of financial education
to young people aged between 4 and 19 years
old, including SEN and Looked After Children.
Pfeg provides free, practical advice for anyone
involved in teaching young people about
money. To access the Advisory Service email
support@pfeg.org or call 0300 6660 127.

www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk
The Money Advice Service website gives
information on all aspects of money and also
has video clips and interactive tools such as a
money health check, a budget planner and a
loan calculator.
www.adviceguide.org.uk
The Citizens Advice’s public information site
gives information on a wide range of areas
including debt, credit, benefits, work, housing,
discrimination and consumer rights and you can
also download fact sheets on these topics. It
gives additional information on topics that are
particularly relevant at the time such as payday
loans and online games.

www.youngscot.org/info/money
Young Scott has lots of useful information about
money, budgeting, credit and debt aimed at
young people.
www.moneysavingexpert.com provides money
saving tips and information on best deals.
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www.turn2us.org.uk/benefits_search.aspx
The Money for Life Programme also offers further
training:
https://www.moneyforlifeprogramme.org.uk/
get-involved/money-mentors/ or

Situation 4

You are working with a young person to prepare
them for leaving foster care and moving into their
own home. You suggest that it might be useful to
look at all the things that they may need to think
about well in advance so that they can make
sure everything goes well.
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
categories/independent-living

https://www.moneyforlifeprogramme.org.uk/
get-involved/teach-me/ or
https://www.moneyforlifeprogramme.org.uk/
get-involved/teach-others/

www.cablink.org.uk/money_advice_service_
helping_young_people_with_learning_
difficulties_to_understand_money has a range of
activities for helping young people with learning
difficulties to understand money.

Situation 1

www.toynbeehall.org.uk
Toynbee Hall offer services to help a wide
range of people, providing free advice, helping
people make their money go further and
improving people’s health and wellbeing.

Situation 3

A group of young people are talking about
looking for jobs and are mainly focussing on how
great (or not) it will be to have a job. You agree
that it is a big step and checking out the money
side of things can help make it successful. Suggest
looking at some information on this online.
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/categories/
moving-into-work

Please get in touch for more details:
www.developingyouthpractice.co.uk

Opportunities to look at
information and resources
with young people

www.nationaldebtline.co.uk gives free advice via
their website or by telephone on 0808 808 4000.

Situation 2

You are working with a group of young people and
want to get some discussion going about money.
You show them the video clips of young people
talking about money to prompt some discussion
i.e do they agree/disagree with what’s been said,
what’s their point of view?
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
categories/teenage-voices-on-first-financialdecisions

Developing Youth Practice, who developed
this toolkit, are continuing to deliver the Young
People and Money Training which this toolkit has
been based on. This training is for at all those
wanting to help young people manage their
money better, with an emphasis on the more
vulnerable groups. The day is full of practical
activities and tips to engage young people
around money matters and is delivered by
experienced youth workers. This training is
also available as a Level 2 Accredited option
with The Open College Network. We also offer
consultancy and bespoke train the trainer
packages to organisations looking to embed
financial capability into their wider practice.

www.barclaysmoneyskills.com/Information/
Resource-Centre/Young-people.aspx has
interactive activities and games on money
management topics for delivery to young
people aged 16-25.

www.turn2us.org.uk has information on accessing
benefits and grants, including a benefits calculator.

You can also find out details of your local Citizens
Advice Bureau and their opening hours if you want
to get some face-to-face or telephone advice.

Further training for youth
practitioners

Situation 5

You are working with a young person who has
just bought a new mobile phone which they
were able to get by getting a loan from a local
payday lender on their high street. They know
what their weekly repayments are but not how
much it will cost in total. You suggest using an
online calculator to work this out.
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/tools/
loan-calculator

You are having a discussion with your young
person about the possibility of staying on in
education. They are worried about having no
money if they do this. You suggest checking out
what costs might be involved and also what
sources of income there might be to support them.
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
categories/staying-on-in-education

Situation 6

A group of young people are talking about the
things they want to do and get such as a new
mobile phone, a holiday with friends etc and how
they can get the money for these things. One
of them mentions the adverts they’ve heard for
Wonga. You remind them that Wonga, like most
money lenders, charge for borrowing from them
and suggest that you have a look at some of
the different ways they can borrow money and
compare how much these might cost.
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/
borrowing-and-credit-basics

The Money Charity’s Student Money Manual
is the essential guide to student finance and
managing money at university. It is aimed
at prospective university students. It can be
downloaded:
http://themoneycharity.org.uk/studentmoneymanual/
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Situation 7

Situation 10

You are working with a young person who has
just got a job and has been told that he needs to
have a bank account for his wages to be paid in.
He asks for your advice on what bank he should
go to. You suggest that you start by looking up
some information on the different types of bank
account that are available so that he can decide
which one would be best.

A young person brings in a letter from their
landlord saying that they are behind with their
rent and if they don’t do something about it the
landlord will take them to court. They tell you
that they are also behind with other bills. You
suggest that you check online for some advice
on this and to find out where they can go for
some face-to-face advice if they need to.
www.adviceguide.org.uk/england/debt_e/
debt_help_with_debt_e/how_to_sort_out_your_
debts.htm

www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
categories/choosing-the-right-account
You can watch a video on choosing a bank
account www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
videos/how-to-choose-a-bank-account

Situation 11

The issue of insurance has come up in a
discussion you are having with a group of
young people about bank accounts. Someone
mentions that they have insurance included
with their bank account but don’t know why or
what it’s for. The discussion then moves on to
insurance for mobile phone. You can explain
that insurance is simply paying out money, on
a regular basis, to help deal with particular
problems that might happen in the future such
as losing your phone (mobile phone insurance),
unable to pay a loan because of illness or losing
your job (Payment Protection Insurance a bank
may offer or automatically include with certain
types of account), being in a car accident
(remember it’s a criminal offence not to have
at least 3rd party car insurance if you drive a
car), having to cancel a holiday or being ill on
holiday (holiday and/or health insurance). Stress
that the important thing is to decide what, if
any, insurance might be important for you and
then find the best deal.

You can also try out online banking using an
interactive tool www.moneymatterstome.
com/1-What-money-is-and-money-exchange/
Sub1/BANKING-OnlineBankingSimulator.htm

Situation 8

A group of young people are arguing about
whether phone in competitions are a rip off. You
say that there a number of ways in which people
can be ripped off, including things like identity
fraud and suggest that you have a look at some
information on this.
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/
beginners-guide-to-scams

Situation 9

For the third time in the last month a young
person you are working with has run out of
money before his next benefit payment and is
asking you for help. You sort them out on the
condition that you spend some time looking at
ways to stop this happening all the time. You
suggest looking online for some tips on how to
manage on a low income:
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
categories/low-income-survival-tips

There is information on mobile phone insurance
at www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
articles/paying-for-and-protecting-your-phone
And information on best deals for all sorts of
insurance cover at
www.moneysavingexpert.com

Or using an online budget planner:
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/
categories/budget-planner

When and how to refer young
people for specialist advice
and support

ASDAN finance accredited learning
For more details see:
www.asdan.org.uk/Personal_Finance

When it comes to information about benefits,
debt and consumer rights (and many other
areas) it’s important to be aware that
information can change very quickly. What you
know one day can easily be out-of-date the
next, so it’s important that you always check
information that you give young people from
an up-to-date and reliable source such as the
websites that have been previously mentioned.

Other resources

Trainer’s manual written by UK Youth and based
on the original Young People and Money
Training programme. This has lots more activity
ideas and resources.
Trainer’s manual written by UK Youth designed to
enable you to deliver a one day training programme
to young people around financial issues (cost: £11
plus p&p). This has lots more activity ideas and
resources.
www.lulu.com/shop/andrew-cummings/trainersmanual-young-people-and-money/paperback/
product-11050395.html

It is also important to refer young people for
specialist advice and support when needed as
some matters, such as benefit entitlement and
consumer rights will require specialist advice and
many problems, such as debts, can become
much more serious if action is not taken quickly.
For free benefits, debt, consumer and other
advice, face-to-face or on the telephone, you
can contact your local Citizens advice Bureau,
details of which you can find on
www.citizensadvice.org.uk
For free debt advice you can contact National
Debtline on 0808 808 4000.
You should also check out what other free
advice services are available in your local
area including those specifically for young
people – see www.thesite.org/community/
localadvicefinder

Accredited learning

For some young people having their learning
accredited can support others goals and
aspirations. There are a number of options
available, two we have found to work well are:
UK Youth - Youth Achievement Awards
www.ukyouth.org/accredited-learning/youthachievement-awards#.Uxn4sk3iu00
Whilst the Youth Achievement Awards can be
used to recognise learning in a wide range of
situations, UK Youth have produced a resource
to help you deliver and accredit financial
awareness activities with young people. This
resource can be purchased (cost: £15 plus p&p)
by contacting UK Youth on
publications@ukyouth.org or by visiting:
www.lulu.com/shop/andrew-cummings-andmark-reader-and-terry-fiehn/money-aware/
paperback/product-13038274.html

You can also do a quick benefits check to see if
your young person is getting everything they’re
entitled to:
www.turn2us.org.uk/benefits_search.aspx
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13. What's next?
- embedding in practice
Evaluation of the Young People and Money Programme demonstrated the importance of not only
training practitioners but ensuring they had ongoing support and the resources necessary to implement
what they had learned. In order to do this it was essential that financial capability was embedded in the
policies, procedures and practice of organisations.

Case Study – Centrepoint

Centrepoint has a number of Moneywise
programmes currently available, supporting
young people to become financially capable.
Programmes include:

Centrepoint works with homeless young
people providing supported housing. They
have embedded financial capability into
their work, assessing young people’s ability to
manage their money from the beginning and
measuring their progress throughout. They have
specialist workers supporting young people
directly through access to courses and one-toone support. The specialist workers also have
responsibility for coordinating financial capability
across the organisation, training and supporting
the workforce.

■■ The Moneywise Ambassador Programme, a
peer-to-peer mentoring programme, which
gives young people tangible examples of
how they can become financially capable
and in turn move on successfully
■■ Financially capable workshops delivered by
external partners and staff covering areas
such as dealing with debt, living on a budget,
opening an bank account, saving and
maximizing income
■■ Financial Advisors from the Money Advice Service
and Toynbee Hall - available to all Centrepoint
young people as and when required

Centrepoint works with homeless young
people providing supported housing. They
have embedded financial capability into
their work, assessing young people’s ability to
manage their money from the beginning and
measuring their progress throughout. They have
specialist workers supporting young people
directly through access to courses and one-toone support. The specialist workers also have
responsibility for coordinating financial capability
across the organisation, training and supporting
the workforce.

Centrepoint believes that in order to embed
financial capability it is always most effective
when young people are involved with both the
delivery and strategy.

Young people on a regular basis or once a
month have a key session where they set an
action plan which helps them to look at how
they are developing. Centrepoint records the
distance travelled and are able to support the
young people to understand where the areas
of weakness are or their likely challenges, and
intervene with one of the workshops or further
specialist support.

Bigger projects - other ways
to embed into practice

To help embed financial capability into more of
your delivery look for other opportunities in amongst
what you already do, and take opportunities to
develop money management skills that can be
used in personal day-to-day living.
Below are some examples of how other projects
have done this:
Residentials - For the residential, young people
have been given the budget and had to
plan the menu and meal accordingly. You
could set this up as a Ready Steady Cook
competition with different groups having the
same budget for different nights of the week.
This idea can be extended to more of the trip the accommodation, travel and activities. The
incentive here can be by saving in one area
they have more to spend in another area or for
next time.
Social enterprises - one youth project set up a
programme called 'learn to earn'. Young people
were given a set up budget and they could
choose how they turned this into more money.
One group set up a market stall selling hats and
gloves, another group made commissioned
hanging baskets, another called 'funky fancy
furniture' did up old furniture. The incentive here is
to make a profit to invest back into future projects
and activities See the Keyfund Kerching case
study below.
Bike projects - The charity 'Life Cycle' run bike
workshops in prisons where second hand bikes
are reconditioned and sold on for a profit that
goes back into running the workshop. Young
people also learn bike maintenance skills which
in the future can help them make ends meet by
using bikes as a means of transport.
Independent living - a youth project gains
access to rundown properties through the
housing department at the council. The project
works on a budget to do the place up, and also
encourages young people to think about all the
day-to-day living costs in a place of your own.
Beeping babies - as part of sexual health
programmes many projects use the beeping
babies to get young people to think about what
it would be like to have a baby. Part of this is
also to consider how expenditure would change
if they had a baby, and what it would cost.
More ideas for creative projects which link to
financial capability can be found on the Money
for Life Challenge website:
https://www.moneyforlifechallenge.org.uk
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